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The Ruins of Uncle Jeff's on Highway 641 South were still smoldering this morning.
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Home On Mayfield Highway Burns Today
Mobile Home Completely Gutted Saturday Might
MOBILE HOME DESTROYED—This mobile home, located
at Greenacres Trailer Court, was completely destroyed by a fire
Saturday night. The home is owned by Walter McAllister of
Illinois and was occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Workman and
their two children. Quick action by the Calloway County Rescue
Squad saved an adjoined mobile home, owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Gene McCutcheon, who were out of town at the time of the fire.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Uncle Jeff's Treasure City,
located on Highway 641 South in
Murray, was completely
destroyed by fire early- this
morning. !Worts estimate
damage at $1 mWion. •

The Murray Fire Department
was called to the scene at approximately 2:10 a.m, this
morning.
Russell Dowdy, owner of the
building and former owner of

sure, but reports indicated that
the blaze started in the south
end of the building.
The Murray Fire Department
was assisted in lighting the
blaze -by the members of the
Murray Calloway County
Rescue Squad. The two
departments, aided
by the
Murray Police Department,
fought the fire for about four
hours in an attempt to save the
building.
The establishment was owned
and operated by Byron Forbus
and Roy English, both of
Murray. The store building was
owned by Dowdy, also of
Murray.
The fire had already spread to
the roof when it was discovered,
and persons reporting the blaze
said that they could see down
into the building, and that the
flames were visible through the
roof.
Roy English reported that the
firm will move into temporary
(Continued on Page Ten)

Representatives Of Past
MSU _Classes To Speak At
Charter Day Celebration
the legislation on March I, 1922,
that eventually led to the
establishment of Murray State.
To be held at 6:30 p.m. in the
ballroom -of the Waterfield
Student Union Building, the
dinner will climax a dap et
ceremonies in Frankfort and
Murray. 'Dr. Ray Mofield,
of the comchairman
munications department, will
serve as master of ceremonies.
Scheduled to deliver brief
remarks as representatives
are:
—Mrs. Evelyn Linn Albritten
of Murray, a member of the
first graduating class in 1926.
JACKSON PURCHASE
of
QS. Lowry
$ —Dr
"Prey cloudy and santier.to-- Murray-mita-serveA on the
day through Tuesday. High to- faculty from 1925 until his
day in the low to mid 60s. Low retirement in 1968.
tonight in low to mid 40s. High
—Dr. Forrest C. Pogue,
Tuesday in upper 60s and low executive director of the George
70s
Wednesday increasing C. Marshall Foundation in
cloudiness and chance of showers., "fir--

the business estimated the loss
in the area of $1 million. The
building was a total loss, with
only the front wall left standirqt
Neither tbe„cause. nor the
orilin of the Iirewas blOWT1 RIV

Representatives of the first
graduating class, the faculty,
the alumni, the students and of
past and present
ad
ministrations will be featured at
the Charter Day dinner to be
held at Murray State University
March 8.
They will be on the program
to commemorate a key date in
the Golden Anniversary Year
celebration at Murray State.
Gov. Edwin P. Morrow signed
——

INTERIOR GUTTED—This view el the damage at ()Kele Jeff's shows tbesmoldering. halts from-the Mum
building completely destroyed sod the remains of the banding sad amteete_001 _County Reacue Swami mponded
_

At 10:10 this morning, the
Callon ay County Rescue Squad
was called to a house fire eight
miles out on Highway 121 South.
The house, formerly owned by
Brent Saddler, was nearly gone
when the Squad arrived, and
was listed_qs a total loss.
A - blidte connecting the
driVewly -and the highway
collapsed when the firetruck
crossed it, and James Futrell
went to Pine Bluff to get a
bulldozer to pull the truck back
across. The rilliSe of the fire
was unknown. No other details
were avalfable at press time.
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This column of quesd11111ad
answers on the President's
Economic Stabilization
Program is provided by the
local office of the US. Internal
Revenue Service and is
published as a public service.
The column answers questions
most frequently asked about
wages and prices.
Q. My lease will not expire
until June 1. Can my landlord
Increase my rent before that
date?
A. No. Rentals under lease

The Outstanding Civic ASSN It4 a C10.01111111/
is the Integrity of its Ne_wW141.1
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Deaths reported are Joe F. Hicks, age 80, and Miss Frankie
Holland, age 86, who both died yesterday.
Wesley Waldrop retired February 26 from service with the
United States Postoffice Department. He begun his postoffice
career November 1, 1934.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat James attended the cabinet meeting of
District 93-K of the Lions Club held at Henderson. Mr. James is
deputy district governor., Miss Betty Smith of Kirksey has-been
elected to Delta Psi Omega, a national honorary dramatics
fraternity at Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.
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RATIONAL ATTITUDE NEEDED

Pollution Fight Perils Economy

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

-3

Q. When I renewed my sixmonth lease last November, my
landlord hiereased my rent
because of the ten percent rule
meltedt December n. Does my
landlord have to roll back the
Increase?
A. No. Where because of the
old rent rules in effect before
Dec. 29, a landlord raised rent

Peking Visit May Have
Shown True Revolution

By WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent
President Nixon's Peking visit throws a searchlight on what
China's Communist leadera•
have said and one in recent
times. There is reason to suspect that something truly revoLEDGER TIM= FILE
lutionary has taken place. ,
The revolutionary developCpl. Joe Pat Anderson will return to Camp Edwards, Mass, this
ment could be that the Chinese
,
Newspapers
Copley
week after spending his leave with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
leaders' cherished dream of_
Orville Anderson, and his sister, Mrs. Wayne Flora and Mr.
world revolution has faded
Flora.
away.
Hairdresser, Frederic of Vienna, was a special guest at a
Chairman Mao Tse-tung and
meeting hosted by Demus Futrell and Jean Weeks Beauty Shops.
Premier Chou En-lai are in
in
celebration
of
Claude Cunningham was honored with a dinner
their 70s. Their realization that
his 77th birthday by his daughter, Mrs. Wavel Beaman.
they will never see anything
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Maxey of Louisville are the parents of a
even approaching revolution on
Fears are surfacing in government
baby boy, David Lynn, born February 23.. Mrs. and Mrs. Jeddie
informed about the safety factors and
a world scale could account for
Cathey of Murray are the maternal grandparents.
and industry that our determination
environmenud impact of proposed' the remarkable reception Nixon
to control pollution and protect the
power plants. New procedures for re-„ is getting.
impact of_
natural environment cOuld trigger- an
might. suspect that the
environmental
display
play for Nixon is part of an
valfflunIk
-°ne-Tridultna- nuclear towergo
ttei.lants will add two to,
over-all strategy to advance the
newsletter asks whether the United
three •ears to the "lead time" for
cause. After all, Mao was in.•
- tat •
.Aine
sisting only a couple of years
Create hi me a clean heart,
um ing 'construction of 112'plants now CHI the
..0 God; and renew a right spirit-• ---Ilan
an "environmental .depression." drawing
ago that "revolution is the
within me.—Psalm 51:111.
boards. Whether a, serious
That
is
strong
language,
but
there
main trend in the world today,"
After all, is not the deepest drive in us the drive for purity?
.
power shortage in the decade ahead
and was calling on all revoluEven when lust takes over? Let us follow David's repentance, in
is alarming evidence that over-zeal- can be
averted is still-uncertain.
tionaries to "unite and defeat
ous pursuit of environmental protec.the Psalm of penitence.
the U.S. aggressors and all
Congress
is
'
considering
amendtion is having a paralyzing effect on
their running dogs."
ments
to
the
1965
Federal
Water
Polbasi • sources ci economic vitality Ii
But it seems it would take
lution
Control
Act which would set ef- --- much
America.
more than a strategy
discharge standards so high
soy to make the Chinese lead-Court orders obtained by environby Cart ItIblet Jr.
that it would cost a staggering $317
ers pay so high a price for a
Instinct is an astonishing thing;It tells us when to mental activists have halted work on
billion
to
meet
them
—
an
investment
change in policy. It has cost
go, when to stop, when to eat, when to drink, how to the Cross-Florida Barge Canal and
them a painful purge at the top
far 'beyond the capital resources in
What it cannot_da,_ the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway. sightzto-iln.thirjoh.
the ladder and posed the risk
t and whento.g:
--of disillusioning pro-Chinese
L-7
14 however, is predict what iiitliorrow will bring No:rimier thatr-28-projects-of-the-BuThere is no question that business.
revolutionaries
everywhere
"• _ besides trouble, strife, politicianelind where to get reau of Reclamation and the U.S.
and
government
need
to
give
industry
else.
Army
Corps
of
Engineers
a
re
being
the TV set repaired without getting rooked.
The Nixon visit, in fact, prohigh,priority to the environmental im,:halleriged by similar suits. The Cali"As the intelligence improves,
vides a new vantage point for
-'pact
activities
affecting
-of
the
quality
fornia
Water
Project
on
which the futhe instincts decay."
exploring the murky mysteries
ture growth of the state depends is of our air and water, the beauty of
of Chinese policies and throws
—J.0. De La Mettrie
the
__landscape
the
survival
of
and
4—facing environmental roadblocks in
—new light on pronouncements of
However-,---there is surely -no- - recent months.
--the last stages of its construction.
public mandate, nor any justification
One line of speculation is that
Trans-Alaska PipelinePremier Chou, around the end
in common sense, to give the environstalled by debate over its impact on
of last June, took a firm grip
ment priority over all else in our dethe environment, freezing nearly $1
•
on the helm and veered the
cision-making.
billion in lease investments by oil
Chinese ship of state onto a
companies. One company recently
Unless a triore rational attitude is
radically new course, dumping
overboard some high-ranking
finished building a $200 million refine- adopted toward what we can accpMDear Father Lester:
hands in the process.
system impossible to finance.
r' in the state of Washington, only to
Wish, step by step, in-fighting ill'One of the attorneys for Its help, for instance, should
This would not mean that
have it shut down by a court action.
lion, we may awaken to find that
murder-defendant
Angela not extend to a battery of atChou, the patrician revolutionElectric utilities which are banking
power and fuel shortages, labor layDavis wants "parity" between torneys for the defendant.
ary Mandarin, had abandoned
prosecution and defense
on nuclear energy to meet rapidly inoffs and unreasonable demands on
his leader's precepts. But
financial resources. He says- Dear Father Lester:
rreasing power demands are busy an- our economic resources have indeed
there's a good chance it might
,- .it's not fair for Miss Davis to go'
Isn't banning topless and
mean that Mao, listening to
on trial for her life without bottomless entertainers and swering complaints from environ- snowballed into a new crisis for our
Chou's counsel, is resigned to
mentalists who are often woefully ill.- economy.
- -....•:access to resources equal to waitresses against the conthe long view. That would
, ,14those being spent by the state. stitutional guarantees
mean they -could now look inHe-claims it will take between
ward toward building China
eatirrefs exPressimi7
',$250,000 and $500,000 to r
a
and outward toward ties that
defend
her,.
• •., •adequately
Morally, freedom of exmight tend to protect them dur
whereas the state plans to pression is not an unlimited
Pollution is poisoning the from the lungs to almost any bone marrow that affects the
ing that building process.
spend $1.5 million over and right. The right is there to help planet. But fighting pollution other area of the body, in- blood.
What is now going on leaves
above the more than $2 million man improve as a man, not to sometimes has built-in hazards. cluding the liver,
To find out more about lung
kidney, heart,
the
impression that Chou wants
already spent.
harm him. It allows him to
On the first Earth Day in or brain.
diseases, write your Kentucky
the Nixon meeting to have a
Doesn't he have a good point? trade ideas so he can acquire April 1970, for example, a group
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
look of success. Thus he speaks
John G. truth and thereby guide his life of students in Delaware, Ohio,
This can cause the organs to Disease Association.
It's a
orme talks as '-`positive," recorrectly; it does not allow him swept out debris from an old enlarge,fever to rise, or it may
Dear John:
matter of life and breath. P.O.
State expenses work as much to bang a bass drum at 3 a.m. in bird roost near the school. Two cause anemia -a disease of the Box 8405, Louisville, Ky. 40208. fers to possible normalization
of relations and says the gates
for Angela Davis as they do the middle of a sleeping neigh- weeks later, one-third of the
have been opened between the
against her. They go toward borhood or to betray his teachers and almost half the
two nations. The Chinese peopte,
guaranteeing a fair trial so country. So, too, it does not student body-354 young people,
that, if innocent, she is freed permit public nudity when the in fact-were either in the
are told about the visit in startand, if guilty, convicted and nudity would occasion un- hospital or sick at home. Their
ling headlines and pictures.
MORMEAD—Morehead
Andre-Bloch,
Respighi,
Nelson,
punished. They ordinarily run necessarily temptation to evil. symptoms? Coughing, State University's 77-member
That could happen only on orBerlioz.
Husa
and
higher than the defendant's I Adults as well as youth should headaches, vomiting,
ders 4rom the highest Peking
Symphony
Band
begins
a
muscle
weeksince the state pays tor the be protected from unnecessary
level.
aches;Pchest pains, and poor long concert tour of three states
courtroom, judge, jury, court temptations.)
on March 6.
With the fjpenefit of hindsight
appetites.
officers, etc., and in Miss
it is possible to detect how this
The group, directed by Dr.
The sudden onset of sympDavis' case for a large number Dear Father Lester:
Robert Hawkins, will perform
situation developed.
of extra guards and the
Shouldn't a woman's equality toms resembed influenza.
Only a week or two before
remodeling of buildings for with man give her the right to Tuberculin skin tests were at five Kentucky and Tennessee
the July announcement of the
security and convenience.
decide whether to move to taken because TB was also high schools and at the Music
projected Nixon visit, an offiEven the state money used another city instead of always suspected. The final diagnosis Educators National Conference
cial review of the Chinese Comfor investigation goes toward having to ddwhat her husband, was histoplasmosis,a disease of in Atlanta.
The tour opens with a permunist party's 50-year history
helping an innocent Angela. the so-called master, insists the lungs that can mimic TB but
Lyle Waggoner, of the Carol was carried by all top organs
is caused by inhaling the fungal formance at Elizabethtown
For, unlike the defense at- upon? — Laura C.
spores in airborn dust. The High School March 6 at 7:30 Burnett Show, is the latest star of the party press. One point
torney who has a right to leave Dear Laura:
• • . damaging evidence hidden, he
The husband-wife go•tern- disease is not spread-frim man p.m. A concert is scheduled at added ta the list for the 1972 dwelt on the 1966-69 Cultural
state prosecutoe has no right t•- 'mental relationship is An to man but by breathing in dust Hopkinsville High School March Cerebral Palsy. Telethon, ac- Revolution which the account
cording to M. Luther Hahs, said had been initiated
; hide evidence that proves the aristocracy, not a democracy. contaminated by bird or animal 7 at 7:30 p.m.
and led
"...• defendant innocent. His job is
Each party has diverse work droppings.
A 7:30 p.m. performance is chairman of the telethon.
personally by Chairman Mao.
been
has
with
Waggoner
the
to show beyond a reasonable and talents, and each honors
It conceded that "everything
Not all the 354 striken set March 8 at Cleveland High
••• doubt that the guilty are guilty, the supremacy of the other in students had swept out the School in Cleveland, Tenn The Carol Burnett Show for the last seemed to be chaos for a
not to convict an innocent his distinctive sphere. Or- droppings, though. How had highlight of the tour is a 1:30 five years, and has played time," but suggested
upperson.
•
diruirily.lit falls to the husband they contracted the disease? A p.m. program hlich 9_ al. numerous sketches and comedy heaval was necessary tothe
insure
The state. has a -duty-to in big-role-4 --provider and hienoke bomb was finally
iiiseddp MENniketing in Atlanta. - -routines iith Miss Burnett, Re continuity for the Chinese revo- ---to have-the final word
Will be in Cape Girardeau for--4•-kition against those who wanted'
---The barittlesehedutettni
the dust'filched
help necessary for a fair trial. in deciding where they will live.
at Holston High School in the Telethon to raise money for to settle back, relax and forget
the
cleaning
had
through
spread
By no means,though, should it
Knoxville, Tenn., March 10 at these afflicted with Cererbal . about such things.
Address your questions to the ventilating system into
, extend 'help -be.yond that
10:30 a.m. and at'Knox Central Palsy.
But, the party document went
three
large
classrooms.
• reasonable -point and thereby Father Lester in care of Copley
The 191-2-hour program begins on,"pobody must think that ev-.
High
School III KiloxVille at 8:16
Most
patients
recover
from
• aid the defendant to escape News Service, P.O. Box 190,
at 10:30 p.m. Saturday, March erything will be all right after
. • justice and-Or biirden the San Diego, Calif. 92112, en- the disease with serious corn- p.m.
,plications. But the infection
Included in the program are 4, and continues until March 5 one or two great cultural revostataged_,
sellclostaL,_
a
community
- -7110-Trift
-Winona or even -three or four,
spread swec , 0_3 By hhostakovich, -unfit0
-addressed etii7erope, please. -- romilWfungus

20 Years Ago Today

cannot be increased until the
lease expires or comes up for
renewal.

e- defense $
for Angela?

Students Get Disease From-Man-up Job

for Socialist society covers a
Long historical period." At the
same time, it said, the time
had come to "make a concrete
analysis of the conditions of our
enemies, our friends and ourselves."
A week or two later Henry A.
Kissinger was in Peking. The
Chinese leaders had set in motion a process of reassessing
the nation's position in today's
world power picture.
It was not without a serious
wrench. There had been strong
resistance to any opening toward the United States. Lin
Piao, named in 1969 as Mao's
successor, fell in the resulting
quarrel and was eliminated
from the Peking scene along
with a number of others in high
places. The ruling Politburo
that had 25 members when,
named in 1969 has nine left:
Mao is first, Chou ranks second. In third place is the once
ultrarevolutionary and loudly
anti-U.S. Chiang Ching, Mao's
wife, who was Nixon's smiling
hostess at the ballet this week.
Hindsight permits tracing the
development of a Chinese shift
growing out of a fear of the Soviet Union on the frontier. For
a year or more before the U.S.-;
Peking contact, the official Chinese press had been reviving
significant Mao quotations.
One dated to the days of-'
Japanese invasion. It counseled
distinguishing between "imperialists" who aggressed and
menaced China and those who
did not. Also revived was a
Mao dictum that while principles must be firmly maintained "we must also have all
permissible and necessary
flexibility to serve our principles."
Under Chou's guidance that
flexibility seems to be emerging. Perhaps it will permit
close enough contact with the
United States to make the Peking regime rest more easily in
the shadow of Soviet leaders
whom the Chinese press has
called "mad present-day social
imperialists
and
world
stormtroopers opposing China."
KOREA DIVIDED
Korea was divided into two
parts at the 38th Parallel on
Feb. 6, 1946.
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Internal
Revenue
Service

on a lease longer than a month,
he does not have to roll back the
increase.
Q. Where can I get forms to
report wage and salary increases to the Pay Board?
A. Forms PB-1 and PB-2 may
be picked up at the local Service
and Compliance Centers of the
Internal Revenue Service
Instructions for filling out these
fbrms are contained within the
forms.
--Q.How does a consumer use a
retailer's base price to determine if there has been a price
violation?
A. You should compare the
current price of an item with
the base price, i.d., the amount
charged during the freeze
period. If there has been an
increase, you may want to ask
the manager to explain to you
why the price of the product
has increased. You may be
satisfied from his explanation
that the increase is permissible,
because increases are permitted to reflect
manufacturer's and other costs.
However, if you are not
satisfied with his explanation,
call your local Internal Revenue
Service office.
Q. I'm a small retailer doing
less than $100,000 worth of
business a year.I have a sign on
the wall of my store telling
customers that base price information is available. Isn't
that enough to satisfy the
posting requirement?
A. No. The base prices of your
top 40 items or those products
which accounted for 50 percent
of your total dollar sales volume
during the last fiscal year must
be poste prominently in your
store. ( Retailers with sales of
$100,00 or more a year most post
these prices in each department
and must post the base prices
for food and food-related
products.) The important thing
to remember is that the base
price lists must be easily accessible to the customer and
must not require him to ask a
store employee for access to the
information.
In addition to the above, all
retailers must prominently
display, on each floor of their
establishments, at least one
sign I Minimum size M" x 28")
announcing the availability of
base price information for all
items that are not posted or
required to be posted. Base
Price Information Request
Forms must be available in at
least one location on each
selling floor of the establishment and and the retailer must
respond in writing to such
written requests within 48 hours
after the request is received.
Q.Can a retailer post his base
prices in book form?
A. Yes, as long as the book is
prominently displayed.
Q. What constitutes a
"department" as far as retail
posting regulations are concerned?
A. A department is the
organizational unit customarily
treated by the seller as a
department.
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ervice
. _Pzujetts
Bridge Winners
Named, CalloWay--Distussed At Meet
Mrs. Bob Billington and Mrs.
Prue Kelley were bridge Of Calloway FBLA

rnal
Monday, February 28
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have its workshop
meeting at the cbdi-bouse at
9:30 a.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Macon Blankenship,
James E. Garrison, Robert H.
Douglas, John C. ftesig, and
Henry McKenzie.
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Father of 20-year-old
-to- nanw-Dad'
By Abigdil Van Buren
DEAR ABBY My parents were recently divorced I
live with my mother, but I see my Dad occasionally.
I made w date_to play tennis with him on Sunday at a
club he recently joined. When we met he asked me not to
call him "Dad" because he didn't want anyone to know he
has a 20-year-old daughter.
I was hurt He is my father. Should I call him "Dad"
anyway?
HIS DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: Certainly. And if you're in a playful mood, just for fun, call -Urn "Grandpa." He's old enough
to be one!
DEAR'ABSTiff WEI Mate a dee
know what to do.
I am in love with, and want to marry, a man of considerable means and position. I am 36 and have never been
married. He is 44 and divorced. His ex-wife has remarried,
and she is no problem. But he has a 2O-year-old daughter
who lives with him, and she's the problem.
The daughter never got along with her mother. [That's
why she's living with her father.] She is an only child, and
while I don't know this ter a Met, I think she's slightly
retarded.
She has never had a date in her life, and the reason is
obvious. She has a bad complexion from eating sweets
continually. She is terribly overweight, very lazy, and very,
very sloppy.
She "works" for her father ["filing" at his office] when
she feels like it, which isn't very often. She's usually at
home, eating and watching television.
She hies me, but I don't think I could stand having her
live with us for the rest of her life, and I'm afraid that
would be the deaL
.
Well, Abby, idiaWyeit ia
-YY BETWECT AND BETWEEN
DEAR B AND B: If you are considering marrying a
man, you should be able to discuss the matter of his "problem daughter" with him. !Does he know what her potential
is? Why is she permitted to vegetate?] If she is "slightly
retarded," surely she could be doing more with her life. If
you don't love this man enough to want to help him with his
problem, and his daughter is his problem. don't marry him.
DEAR ABBY: In hiring a secretary f bear in mind
mat a good secretary is one who is a good "keeper of
secrets," as the word "secretaiy" implies.
I receive all kinds of mail from people all over the
world, and I never know what will be contained in those
letters. However, I expect no raised eyebrows, censuring, or
personal comments from my secretary regarding the contents of my imiiL_And certainly none regarding my replies.
When I dictate to my secretary, my thoughts are transmitted to her as mechanically as to the typewriter itself.
'Phis doesn't mean that I consider my secretary to be less
than a human being with personal feelings. However, whatever her personal feelings might be, they should never
Interfere with her job.
If I should ever feel the need of a censor or editor, I
would hire someone else who is qualified in that field.
THE 130.91S_

CONFIDENTIAL TO "TO TELL OR NOT TO-1113.1/ii
Tell! If you had paid for flowers, fruit, or some other
perishable gift to he sent to friends, wouldn't you want Se
know if your gift arrived fit for the garbage can?
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know." send 91 to Abby. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069.

The Republican Women's
Club will meet at the Triangle
Inn at 12:30

Florida Visitors "
Picnic On Friday
And Residents Hold

Spring Banquetis
Planned At Meet
Of Calloway FTA

Apple choices

°CLIC

LEADERSHIP ABILITIES:
Memdky, Names and information
Listening
'Overcome the Fear of an Audience
Control Worry, Tension and Anxieties
Be the Person You Really Want To Be
in Difficult Situations

Each member submitted a
Eunice Pauline Elkins. of . sample of their handwriting to
Murray Route Seven was be judged. The person having
best handwriting, will be
iliattaGg0 February -20 froill
the Community Hospital, entered in the Penmanship
-4-Contest-at tbllegional ConMayfield.
Ricky Dale Wilkerson of
Murray Route One was
dismissed February 22 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Mrs. William Traughber of
liardin Route One has been a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Ewing Swann of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Scotch savvy
In Scotland, Dec. 31 is a
most popular day for weddings. T h e whole world
celebrates with the couple,
and by the following -morning they will have been
happily married for a year.

Dresses
'10

Dresses

For Reservations or Information, send coupon to:
Ken Bistow, Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky. 42071

10 o21$15

New Spring

.4
4

Rain Coat
SPECIAL

4

4

1 999 $2
999

Bras

Odds & Ends

794

4

$500
pairs $249

4
4.

Blouses

Boot SALE

$300 & $500

Black, white, brown, stretch
& leather

Skirts

$300 & $500

4"
4"

• Values to 136X

Bags

:4.4
.4
.
. 4.
4

2.4 •-• ••4I.• II-. • Mir

4.4

4.4

••41

4
'

4.

$300 & $500
Littletons

'.'THE HAPPY—YELLOW- STORE"
Court Square Murray, Ky.

Phone

20 DAYS PUSS TRIAL Met MS
230.0S up. Th."
24r,
1112.
Ir. Oleo Aldo. N. •24•0•00 .111 ••• 0/010
•0/002121:11• BOX Ili P.00021/0124. KY. 42901•

Juniors

Panty
Hose

4.
'

Name
Address

HEARING AIDS
503
OFF
cr•

Peter Pan

4..

All Sessions On Tuesday
Starting Soon

The climb up Mount
Shasta in California totals 12
miles.

We're celebrating all this week!

LEARN HOW YOU CAN DEVELOP THESE QUALITIES THROUGH THE

Org Commicati••- and Loamy Traidlig C"r"

After the Meeting was adjourned Miss Frances Armstrong and N. P. Paschall,
sponsors, met with the contestants for the regional convention to explain the rules of
the contests to them.All officers and seventy-five
members were present for.,the
meeting.

in the all ite*TaileCIIAPPY YELLOW STORE"

the need was never greater
for men and women with these

AliA44,044.\\

almost 50 years old, but we're celebrating our 1st Birthday

SALE PRICE

THE TIME IS NOW...

y
hostesses for the nine tables of
The
Calloway
County
High
bridge at the Calloway County
Country Club Ladies Day School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America
recently.
Winners for the day were held its monthly meeting
Mrs. Richard Knight, high, February 23 in the Jeffrey
Mrs. Chad Stewart, second, gymnasium.
rituals,
Mrs. Richard Knight and MIS.
After the opening
Lawrence Philpot, Grand Slam each member reported the
award, and Mrs. Vickie Shell, number of points he or she had
middle man.
earned during the year.
Mrs. James Frank was
Suggestions were made for
luncheon chairman. She was the service project of the year.
assisted by Mesdames Dick They were to paint the teacher's
Orr. Ted Billington, Gary desks, or to build bleachers for
Marquardt, George
Ed. the baseball field. Officers are
Overbey, William Doss, and planning to check into the
James Sullivan.
----feasibility of the club doing one
The next ladies day will be on of the suggested projects.
Wednesday, March 1.
Kathy Jackson read a reading
on "The Legend of the Redbird"
and a poem titled "Box of
• -,•;
Valentines."

iittletons is,

Reg, 24 - '38

Oral Communication
Self Confidence andlCouraige
(Human Relations)
Enthusiasm and Motivation
Think and Speak on Your Feet

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Crab will
meet at the club house at 1:30
p.m. with Mesdames Leonard
Vaughn, Wesley Waldrop, R.L.
Ward, Eurie Warren, and
James Weatherly as hostesses.

Tuesday, February
Senior recital of Kevin
Bellosa, New Hartford, N.Y.,
cello, will be held at eight p.m.
The Calloway County High
at the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
School Chapter of the Future
Arts Building, MSU.
Teachers of America held its
regular monthly meeting on
Rev. R. A Slinker will teach
Wednesday, February 23, at
the hotrie mission graded series,
8:30 a.m. with the president,
"Catalyst in Missions" at seven Miss
Mitchell,
Sherry
p.m. at the First Baptist
presiding.
Church. The public is invited:
The meeting began with the
FTA pledge as a club ritual. The
Wednesday, March 1
Women of the Oaks Country minutes were read and Sherry
Club will play bridge at 9:30 Bucy, treasurer, gave her
a.m.with Mary Alice Smith 753...,fepdrt,
_
3487 as hostess. Make reser- 'The spring banquet to be held
—es April 6 in the school cafeterIC
Miss Geraldine Sparks, Celanese-Fibers Marketing Company, vations by Tuesday.
was discussed. The theme for
New York City, demonstrates the knit machine shei1111 explain at
The Baptist Women of Cherry this year's banquet will be
the "Charm for the Home" School to be held on Thursday, March
Tree of
9. , at 9:30 a.m. at the Jaycee Civic Center in Paducah and no Corner Baptist Church will "Leaves On the
meet
Knowledge".
at
the
church
at
seven
Saturday, March 11 at the University School Auditorium in
Many of the FTA members
Murray at the same time. Miss Sparks will be discussing double p.m.
are also making plans to attend
knits upholstery fabrics and their uses in today's home. The
The Faxon Mothers Club will _Ale_Stilte convention which will
public is invited to attend this school sponsored by the University
4.
ing_d_a_AtIChw1111145403.1
1Le held In LexinglORkiktretkft
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service.
the University of Kentucky.
The Baptist Women of Flint
All members were reminded
Baptist Church will meet at the of the spring district meeting to
be held at Murray State
church at seven p.m.
Choose your favorite apUniversity. A kit is being
ple—a fragrant Wmesap. a
Murray Open Duplicate planned by the members to be
juicy Stayman, a tart
Bridge Club will meet at performed at the district
Northern Spy.
... each varimeeting.
ety has its own appeal. And
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
the versatile apple can lend
ents were served at
Several local people who live
flavor to your main course,
the close of the meeting.
Thursday, March 2
in Florida and others taking
bread, or dessert..
-- -The WMCF Of the Asdenibly----Pat
- dried-up pieces of cheese
vacations in Florida met in
The first transatlantic wire- of God Church will meet at the through the food chopper with
Highland Hammock State Park less
church at one p.m.
communication was made
chunks of raw onion. Then add
near Avon Park, Fla., on by
Marconi from Newfoundland
enough mayonnaise to spread.
Friday, February 18, and en- 1n1901.
Women of the Murray Moose Makes delicious sandwiches.
joyed a lovely picnic.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr of
Murray whd have a winter
home in Avon Park and Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Hendrick of
Frostproof, Florida, were the
bests for the special occasion.
Dr. anti Tars.
Paschall were in attendance.
Dr. Paschall, pastor of the First
Baptist...Church, Nashville,
Tenn., conducting a revival at
Bradenton, Fla., seven miles
west of Avoni Park, gave the
invocation.
Others present for the Florida
picnic.were Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Foster of Avon Park and Paris,
Tenn.; Truman Hendrick of
Frostproof and Murray; Mrs.
jr
Hanle Marvel of Toledo, Ohio,
miss"
and Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
George Heavrin .of Avon Park
and Paris; Mt:IM114rs. James
Smothers, Mr. and Mrs. Greene
0. Wilson, and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lawrence, all of
Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Stephens and Mr. and Mrs.
Kelton Humphreys, all of Paris,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Cross
Spann of Avon Park and
Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Jackson of Bradenton and
Paris; Mr. and Mrs. Almon
Burton of Avon Park and Paris.
1 pair

•-•

t is the
stomarily
ler as a

Lodge will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

SALE

$ 1497

4.
.1 4
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Racer Rally. Falls Sbort
Western-Takes 73-68 Win

For Spot In Tourney
•

ing second place at all.
game lead. Louisiana Mate upBy KEN RAPPOPORT
Louisville, ranked third in the set No. 18 Kentucky 88-72, but
Associated Press Sports Writer
By MIKE BRANDON
Brigham Young and Long country, is fighting hard to stay the Wildcasts kept a half-game
Bunton scored just three points
game. The 6-3 All-America
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Beach State have it made. atop the Missouri Valley Con- lead over Tennessee after the
in the hall but killed the Racers
Carfrom
candidate
Those famous red towels of on the boards. The transfer
UCLA is knocking on the door. ference madhouse. The Cardi- Vols lost to Alabama, 72-67 in
bondale, Illinois fired in 14Western Kentucky University frotii the University of Tulsa
The rest of the nation's college nals had to beat back a late bid overtime.
26 from the floor and 7-7
were almost putto use Saturday pulled down 11 rebounds in the
by contending St. Louis for an
basketball teams are killing
The Big Ten still shaped up
from the line for 35 points.
night. But the defending OVC half and was one of the key — Starks kas the only other
each other trying to get into the 84-78 triumph Sunday. Memphis as a three-team fight after,
champs staved a late Murray reasons for the Western bulge at
State, No. 19, edged Tulsa SAL,Michigan defeated Minnesota
NCAA Tournament.
Racer to hit double figures.
It'll be a battle to the death and trails the league-leading 64-.52 and took a half-game adState rally and grabbed the 73- intermission. 6-5 junior Chuck
The 6-8 sophomore from
68 win before 14,000 hectic fans Witt led the Western attack with
Cardinals by one game. The 1-2 vantage over the Gophers and
in most cases.
Chicago hit on 5-12 from the
in the Diddle Sports Arena.
Winning the Western Athletic teams meet this Thursday in a Ohio State. The Buckeyes,
12 while 6-5 Jerry Dunn and 6-2
floor and added 3-7 from the
Conference last week assured showdown match.
ranked No. 15, stopped NorthThe Hilltoppersi watched
Tony Stroud chipped in with 10
charity stripe for 13 points.
Penn, No. 4, clouted Colum- western 76-74.
seventh-ranked Brigham Young
a 15 point second half lead
apiece.
Taylor
led in the rebounding
an automatic berth in the post- bia 79-62 and maintained a oneOther conferences races are
dwindle to just two points as
Les Taylor led Murray with 15
season taurnek which. l?t_igirts_ game lead over Princeton in also tight fits. In the Ohio ValLee .Taylor bagged left in _ points and was also the leader in department with 13 while Starks
grabbed nine.'Bill Mancini,
the game, Marcelous Starks
March'11.._
'the Ivy League; fifth-ranked ley Conference, Morehead State
the carom department with
who scored only one point in the
Sixth-ranked Long Beach be- North Carolina moved into first holds a one-game advantage
was whistled for goaltenfive. Taylor and Starks both ,contest,
grabbed
eight
came the second major team to place in the Atlantic Coast Con- over Eastern Kentucky; Davidding on what looked like a
picked up three first half fouls. rebounds.
Mark House, a 6-6
grab a spot with Saturday ference with a 91-78 victory son has a half-game margin
dean block and the
'
With 16:06 showing on the
sophomore from Sterling,
night's 62-60 triumph over Los over No. 13 Virginia, last over Furman in the Southern
Hilltoppers had a four point
second half clock, Stroud hit
Illinois, grabbed six rebound in
Angeles State that secured the week's leader. The Tar Heels' Conference; San Francisco is
lead. Johnson hit a charity
a 15 foot jump shot to move
his limited playing perPacific Coast Athletic Associ- hold a half-game advantage one-up on Santa Clara in the
toss with 22 seconds left to
Western to a 46-31 lead,
formance.
ation championship.
over Virginia and a two-game West Coast Athletic Confer- increase the lead to five.
their largest of the game.
Top-ranked UCLA, as ex- lead over No. 12 Maryland, ence; Ohio University has the
Williams pulled Murray to
Murray now drops to 5-7
Just 17 seconds later, Coach
pected, is winning the Pacific 8 which lost toltiant-killirekPlike_ airme shaky_itljge. over Toledo
within three before Bunton
.0„.canference. play and the
—Cal Luther. surprised the
. - -..handily. The Bruins toppled 68-59.
In the Mid-American and
hit on a layin at the buzzer
Racers are 14-10 for the
corwd by putting in Mark
Oregon State 91-72 Saturday
Missouri, No. 14, lost to Kan- Temple and Rider lead the
to increase the winning
season. Western is 7-5 and
House, Everett Taylor and
Barbara Alexander waits for the result of this attempt I. the
. night and ciac,hed.a tie for the sas 93-80 and dropped out of the East and West divisions, re- Murray Women's Bowling tournament yesterday.
margin to five.
Weisman who joined • -4,-- 13-10. The Racers close
lead in the Big Eight giving spectively, by one game in the
league title.
Western took the lead early in
their home season tonight
Les Taylor and Steve
Everyone else in the country way to Kansas State's one- Middle Atlantic Conference.
the game and never trailed.
by hosting Middle TenBrown in the lineup.
is nervous—including some maAfter only five minutes had
neesee in a 7:38 p.m. tilt.
The new lineup responded
jor independents who will repassed in the game, the 'Top- well and with 9:38 left in the 'Murray
—21'41 68
ceive at-large berths along with
pers were enjoying a seven game a rebound by House
Western
37 36-73
the conference champions.
point lead.
Murray (611)—L. Taylor 35,
pulled Murray to within seven,
Second-ranked Marquette is
Midway through the first half 53-46. Seconds later, the other —Mancini 1, Starks-A-Barrett 6,
among them. The Warriors apWestern began to dominate the --t.-starters returned to the —Williams 8,Homatt_Brown 1, E.
peared to be a sure thing beboards. Murray was able to get game and the Racers began 'Taylor 2 and Weisman.
fore losing their top player to
just one shot at the bucket while their surge that almost pulled
Western (73)—Dunn 19, Witt
the pros and suffering a humilithe Hilltoppers were getting the game out of the fire.
By MIKE BRANDON
Coleman chipped in with 19
22, Bunton 5, Stroud 22, Johnson
rating defeat as well-70-49 to
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
while Jamison bagged 13. Larry
three and sometimes four shots
Murray outrebounded the 4, Davis 1, and Bailey 0.
Detroit Saturday.
The Murray State Baby Kelley played a very strong
at the bucket. A 20-18 lead Hilltoppers in the final half 27However, a member of the Racers of Coach Kayo Willis game and contributed nine.
vaulted to a 27-18 bulge within a 12. For the game, Murray
HAPPY OVER TRADE
NCAA Selection Committee in- grabbed their 16th win in 20
the
Ronnie Redmon led
period of 90 seconds. Western's grabbed 42 while Western had
sists that the Warriors will be outings Saturday night by rebounding department with 13
NEW
YORK (AP) — Pitchlargest bulge came at halftime, 37. In the shotting department,
judged solely on their season- whipping
Hilltopper while Jamison and Coleman
the
37-26.
Murray hit on 28-69 for, a .406 ers Fritz Peterson and Lindy
long merits—not on their yearlings 93-83.
McDaniel of the New York Yanhad 12 ,and 10 respectively.
mark while Western blistered
record after the departure of
Murray got off to a quick lead Kelley, in addition to playing a
Rebounding was the key — 41e-cords-on 33-62 for a hot .532 kees are glad to see former
center Jim a ( .
Baltimore slugger Frank Roband midway through the first fine floor game, grabbed nine
factor in the 11 point bulge__. aip.
inson with. the Los Angeles
"They're s' a good ball half the Baby Racers were on rebounds while Pete Roney
at intermission for the
- Stroud and Witt each popped Dodgers in
the National
club without'• ," says Tom top 21-16. Back to back buckets pulled down seven.
'Toppers. Western grabbed
in 22 points to pace the League.
Scott, chairman of the national by Coleman and Redmon lifted
The freshmen will meet
25 rebounds in the period
Hilltoppers while the versatile
selection committee. "He's a Murray to a 25-16 lead and from Middle Tennessee tonight in a
Both hurlers found Robby
while Murray managed
Jerry Dunn added 19. Bunton
most difficult to retire."
• 1.
• real, fine boy. But they weren't that point on Western saw only 5:30 p.m. tilt in hope of
only 15. Murray mustered
pulled down 14 rebounds while
Yankee hurlers Mel Stota one-man club with him."
the heels of the Racer frosh.
avenging an earlier loss.
just 10-25 from the floor
Witt had 12 and Dunn grabbed tiemyre, Roger
Hatnbright and
Oral Roberts,the nation's No.
Darnell Adell's 15 foot jump
while
Hilltoppers
the
eight.
netted
43 _50-93
Murray
Jim Hardin named Minnesota's
20-ranked team which has a shot with five minutes left
17-37 atempts.
33 50-83
Western
Les Taylor once again
Tony Oliva as the "toughest
record identical to Marquette- stretched the Murray lead to 37_
6-6 junior forward Granville
Murray(93)—Jamison 13,
hitter."
played his typical strong
22-1—improved tts chances for 22. But a zriintrte later Coleman
Redmon 9,Coleman 19, Adell 30;
NCAA participation by defeat- and Jamison each picked up
Kelley 10, Roney 6, Mantooth 6
their third foul and by halftime
ing Boston University 87-78.
and Logan, ,.
_
Hawaii, No. 17, is another the lead was down to 10 again,
Western(113)—Arrington
ossibi1ity for one of the nine 42-33.
Caylor 14, Frazier 5, Bundy IS, •
at-large berths, whidl will _be
Coleman picked up his fourth
Kleinhans 7, Allison 16, GampWednesdny. The foul arid-the-17:46 mark of the
fer 2 and Watkins 5.
;Rainbows enhanced their second half and just 20 seconds
Wanda Nance turns loose a strike in the Murray Women's
record to 24-2 with a 91-83 later Jamison did the same.
Bowling tournament held yesterday at Corvette Lanes.
With Murray holding a 14 point
: triumph over San Diego State.
Strong consideration must lead, Coleman fouled out of the
Prescriptions normally filled at the Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
also be given to No. 8 Marshall, game with 14:44 left on the
, idle over the weekend, ninth- clock. With 11:15 showing on the
ranked South Carolina, which clock,Redmon joined the group
catbe filledatilofland Drugs, daltaita_ _
4 whipped Davidson 88-82; 10th- and picked up his fourth foul.
ti>
Adell popped a 20 footer with
- ranked Southwestern Louisiana,
a 103-83 victor over Dayton, No. 7:24 to go in the game to give
11 Florida State, which de- Murray a 75-58 bulge, their
.f
feated Stetson 49-47, and No. 16 largest of the game. Then just By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS pick five
starters from among
; Houston, 96-80 conquerer of 40 seconds later Jamison fouled
The Floridians play basketThe Pittsburgh Pirates and Don Gullett,
Gary Nolan,
out of the game.
? Houston Baptist.
ball at several "home" cities,
Baltimore Orioles hardly re- Wayne Simpson,
Jim Merritt,
Despite the effort of the of- but can't run away and hide
semble
championship
teams Ross Grimsley, Jim McGlothlin
I There are several other inde- ficials to try
and turn the tide, from that old Kentucky jinx.
these
days.
pendents seeking post-season the
and Jack Billingham.
Racer freshmen refused and
Playing in Tampa Sunday,
The world champion Pirates
/ employment: Duquesne, Provi- held on for the 10
"I hope it's going to be a
point win, the Floridians bowed once
played their first intrasquad tough decision
dence, Syracuse, Detroit, cilia- which would
to make and a
have probably again to the Kentucky. Colonels
game and Don Leppert's team decision that
nova and Jacksonville.
hurts someone's
been at least 30 had not 135-112 in the American Basketbeat one skippered by Dave feelings,"
; If they don't make the NCAA, Coleman and
Anderson said. "A
Jamison fouled ball Association.- • -Ricketts 13-6, taking advantage pitcher who isn't
there's always the NIT in New out.
in the rotation
It was the eighth straight loss
of eight errors.
York, which also extends inhas to be unhappy. He wants to
Speedy Darnell Adell took up to Kentucky for the Floridians,
The Orioles, meanwhile, have pitch."
vitations Wednesday.
the slack left by the departure who also play home games in
other problems. Even though
The New York tournament of the two Murray giants.
Newly acquired Rick Wise
Adell Miami, Miami Beach, and St. 20-game winner
Dave McNally and fortner Cincinnati star Jim
also attracts some runnersup in bombed in 14-24•from the floor
Petersburg.
showed up in Florida for a Maloney each spent
the conferences, bet- right now and added two free
five minthrows for a
In Sunday's other ABA
workout after signing Saturday utes throwing
the various teams aren't think- fine 30 point performance.
batting practice
games, the New York Nets de- for an estimated
$105,000, the for St. Louis.
feated the Pittsburgh Condors
list of missing Birds resembles
131-123 and the Denver Rockets an all-star team.
stopped the Carolina Cougars
:
The most prominent holdout
14, 105.
is Mike Cuellar, McNally's felSaturday night's ABA scores low southpaw and 20-game
winwere: Virginia 121, New York
ner, who reportedly is holding
119; Carolina 146, Pittsburgh
out in Puerto Rico for $80,000
130; Indiana 115, Dallas 113 and some $8,000 more than
the OriKentucky 123, Memphis 100.
oles have offered.
The Colonels, led by Artis
Although not due officially
Gilmore, outscored the Florid- until Wednesday, the rest
of the
ians 35-22 in the first quarter unsigned Orioles include
inand never stopped picking on fielders Brooks Robinson,
Boog
their.' cousins." Gilmorefwound Powell, Dave Johnson,
Bobby
up with 33 points whilei team- Grich and Jerry Da Vanon
and
mate Dan Issel scored 24 and outfielders Paul Blair,
Don BuWalt Simon, 17. ford, Mery Retlenmund, Don
Larry Jones led the Florid- Baylor and Rich Coggins.
'31.1.1
.
0k
ians with 21 while Manny Leaks
"Never in the history of basescored it
ball have so many been so re4111411111111111111111PIP.„000.
New York buried Pittsburgh luctant to play for so
much,"
unde- a team-record 49 points grumbled Frank 0-ashen,
..or
the
4
in the first qi.arter. The Nets, team's executive vice
41111111111111r
presiled by Bill Melchionni and Rick dent.
01 -1.>
Barry, fired 71 per cent from
..The best Pirate news came
the field to take a 76-62 advan- when Dock Ellis, who
P,iced much(
had arm
tage in the first half.
trouble late last season and
lower than you'd
Melchionni scored 30 points didn't pitch after
expect of a Chrysler.
the World
while Barry had 21. Bill Paultz Series opener,
worked two
and Tom Washington added 21 scoreless innings. .
Fr:
to: the Nets' attack. George
Pitchers made most of the
Our lowost-prIced Chrysler
Thompson fired in a game-high news in other camps.
E.41 points for Pittsburgh while
Manager Charlie_ Fox of San
Aurs0ftw01A,
—
ms0Tilty
,.
akurol tioAt 'Bob Verga pitched in 31.
Francisco said Giant pitchers
Byron Beck's field goal in the are in their best' early
spring
late minutes Of the game condition "in my
. memory."
sparked Denver's triumph. Two Cincinnati's Sparky
Open 7 Day a Week
Anderson
.free throws by Gene Littles had termed ha .mound
staff !'25-30
Mon - Sat 4:00 P. M. - 9:004:lit-put Carolina ahead 98-96 before per cent stronger"
/
1
2 Mite West Of KenLake State ruirk —
than in 1970,
Denver regained the lead for when the Reds
won the NationSunday
11:30 A. M. - 8:30 P. M.
Hwy. 68 & 80
the last time on goals by Julius al League pennant,
Phone 753-1372
301 $t 4th Street
Keye and Beck.
- Anderson said he hopes to

Racer Freshman Whip

Colonels
Out
Roridiarts

Cuellar Holding

Out From Orioles

Within the next few days
a temporary pharmacy will be

set up at the Uncle Jeffs Treasure City
Location for our customers convenience.
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Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant

NEWPORT ROYAL

SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS

-7- TAYLOR-MOTORS,- Inc.
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Win
Ill-America
Carom
fired in 14tor and 7-7
r 35 points.
only other
tble figures.
more from
-12 from the
3-7 from the
ir 13 points.
e rebounding
3 while Starks
al Mancini,
ie point in the
bed
eight
House, a 6-6
Sterling,
rebound in
Laying perlrops to 5-7
ay and the
10 for the
is 7-5 and
eers close
son tonight
Oldie Tenp.m. tilt.
IC 42.
-68
37 36-73
▪ Taylor 35.
IiIi-BMTett
1,,efoi114 E.
man.
ounn 19, Witt
d 22, Johnson
ailey 0.
TRADE

P) - Pitch, and Lindy
w York Vansee former
Frank Robxis Angeles
National

mind Robby
etire "
; Mel Stotmbright and
Minnesota's
e "toughest

'ftkevich
HowThe GirisfStaylthr
On The LPGA Tour Wins In
Skating
Boger and-eggs-for breakfast!
Not Olt the LPGA tour, says Linda
Craft. longtime women pro golfer,

Lehigh Acres CC.. Fla.
. "Our tummies are too jittery

Oar in-ras VegasTrir fhe nitiOnany
televised Sealy gamic some of us
Were unable to resist the sumptuous
and reasonable fare available there.
But we got back on track soon after

NDAY-FEBRUARY 28, 1972
•

itouisiana Downs-1414
Kentucky 88-71 Fourth Rau
Tom Weisdopt Wins
Gleason Tournament

By THE ASSOCIATIp PRESS
BATON ROUGE, L.(AP)Retribution was the word
Saturday as Louisiana State
defeated the University of
Kentucky, 88-71,
in
a
Southeastern Conference
college basketball upset.

.
. .
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) still leads die-angerenee..-The
The Plymouth looked a little
Wildcats meet third-place Aladifferent -there's now some
bama tonight in Tuscaloosa.
red mixed in with the blue-but
Alabama, 94 in the SEC, dethe outcome was the same as
feated Tennessee - second in
Richard Petty of Randleman,
the SEC at 11-3 - 72-67 in an
N.C., won his fourth con.overtime game Saturday.
at the FairThe I_SU defeat of Kentucky secutive race
grounds
Raceway.
was only its second in history.
The 34-year-old Petty, who
Maravich said his team's performance was the best by an now has won eight times here
ISU team in his six years at in the last 11 years, slipped
past pole-starter Bobby Allison
that school.
"We shot like sharpshooters," of Hueytown, Ala., just past the
he said, citing his team's 60-per midway point Sunday and
cent shooting average from the breezed to a 1 ks-lap victory in
the Richmond 500 NASCAR
field.
rand National stock car race.
-Our defense was kings
Allison, still looking for his
ed," he added, "and we were
first victory in his Junior Johnlike bears on the boards."
On the loser's side, Kentucky son-prepared Chevorlet, had to
Coach Adolph Rupp said, "You settle for second after clearly
can blame me for the loss. I'm dominating the early stages of
not going to make excuses, but the race.
Bobby Utile finished third in
we had a lot of trouble getting
down here. Our boys were a Dodge, seven laps back of
_
Petty; Dave Marcis held on for
tired':
Basketball's winningest coach fotHiplace rri iDodge, ahothnoted, "Our shooting went to4 er five laps back; and Bill Denpot. We missed the easy shots nis made a comeback after los'
-ing three laps early in the race
right under the basket."
, -to finish fifth in a Ford.
A HISTORIC FILM
Three caution flags for a toNEW YORK (AP) - "The
ot_49 laps slowed Petty's
,444
Abdication," a drama about:Queen Christina of Sweden and winning time on the .542-mile
her conversion to Christianity track to 3 hours, 55 minutes, 20
seconds.
=
in 1654, will be produced W),
Robert Fryer and directed W
Anthony Harvey.
DON'T GET UP NIGHTS!
It takes jam t 44c •nil 12 bour• t•
Fryer last year was signed to stars
your money back at
produce "Mame," the film ver- ay drug counter. When funtt•onal
disorders cause BACKACHE.
sion of the Broadway, musical kidney
leg pains. burnang, frequent or scanty
which ran for three years in flew, take gentle BUKETS 3-tabs-atreatment. H•lp nature nut,'" kidNew York. Harvey gained day
NOW ist
neys and regulat•
prominence as director of "The Hellaad Drug.
Lion in Winter "

LAKE PLACID, N.Y.(AP) —
Figure skater John Misha
Ptkevich of the United States
Some of the girls munch on Snapped the Soviet Union's
sunflower seeds and "a few like me
FORT LAUNDERDALE,Fla. when he hit the circuit in 1965.
stranglehold on the early
take honey drops as a way to
That, he says, is changing.
(Al")
- How sweet it was.
"Actually, once the tour starts, obtainry without adding calor- :tventh of the World University
"Just
when I was ready to
wonderfid--$0:-beat
just
1
%44
"We wit4etotally dedicated to
—ltiferingt in shape is no great prob- Wi," Linda added.
• _
Games (FISU) as he
quit, I decided to get off my
beating Kentucky because of
. km," Linda notes.
• Aside from food-watching, captured a gold medal in the you, Jack," a grinning Tom
Weiskopf told that legendary tail and grow up'a little," said
. "For oneit. hinskraost days you many of. the LPGA touring pros men's skating competition Suntheir long reign of victories
• play right through the lunch hour every morning put in a 10-minute day.
man Nicklaus. "You'll go down Weiskopf. "That was just be- over LSU basketball teams,"
and as avesuft eat only . two meals. session with 3.5 and 5-pound •
fore the Philadelphia Open last said coach Press Maravich.
Petkevich, a 22-year-old pre- as the greatest golfer ever ...
When you come off the course and
weights. Linda points'out.
August and I went out and won
and
today
I
beat
you."
Kentucky, 12-3 in the SEC,
med student at Harvard was
finally have dinner you tend :o
it."
"You can buy these mini
turned
Weiskopf
Nicklaus
and
avoid the rich foods that will 'rest
awarded
ordinals—first
six
weights at any hardware or sporting
Nicklaus, one of the game's
Jackie Gleason's lnverrary
heavy' with you overnight, and
stun. Extended over the- place-from all but one judge
Classic
Ohio great thinkers since boyhood,
into
an
-•---orderstenk- and vataer head at arm's length about a dozen for a crowd pleasing free skat"Of course, in some cities it is
times, they really firm up those ing performance to defeat Rus- State University alumni tourna- has always been aware of close
harder to resist temptation. Last
ment. Tom was the best of the friend Tom's immaturity.
aim, shoulder and back muscles, sian Vladimir Kovalev.
"Everybody grows up in
old
which are so important to moving
Buckeyes Sunday, closing
Perry Hutchings of Barring:
Diller or Dollar
that golf balkdown the fairway."
with a 68 for a 10-under-par,1/1 stages," he said. "Some people
ton,
and
Arizona
State
UniSeveral of the girls are joggers,
imature earlier . than Others. Team Bowling League W..L
total.
versity, placed third.'
especially during the off-season.
Tom had trouble settling down
His paycheck: $52,000.
The Russians took their seeSharron Moran, for example,
Maybe's
531/2 30/
1
2
Nicklaus bungled a two-footer at first."
during the winter layoff jogs two ond gold medal when Elena
40
Giddy Biddies
44
Despite all the growing up, Ti-sobs
43
41
miles every day through the heavy Zharkova and Gennady Kar- at the 16th hole and rimmed
411
/
2 42/
1
2
Weiskopf still managed to jeop- Strike Outs
sand on a teach south of San Diego ponosov
protected an early lead out a 15-foot putt trying for a
__tb
ial
44
40
cars
l
CallBotnia,„Linda."
tying birdie on the 18thi- sealing ardize-hioload-in-gniga richest44" end woh
(Wigan
liver"It's so important for the golf
tournament. As if in a fog, he t4o. OneS
n • 46
for a final-round 67 and 279.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS swing that the legs be in good the Czechoslovak pair in the
so
walked through a sand trap Spoilers
Tsans
High
Weekend college basketball shape. Take a.galfer like Sandra free-skating finals of ice danc-,,_ Jack's consolation: $29,640.
Sunday
while
paettIg-yt
i?dage
to
--"My dad's a railroad man,"
—
'
'P40. 0n48-77C-r-`
679
games in the Ohio Valley Con- Palmer who wort the big S10,000 ing•
Losers
574
the 17th green.
The Soviet pair, with nine or- said Weiskopf. "It takes him
ference ended with Morehead prize in the Sealy Classic. She is
Strike Outs
-93
know you can't rake in
High Team Gime(NC)
State University leading the tiny - five font one inch - yet has dinals, sneaked out a razor thin five years to make what I your path,"
Tom said, "but No. Ones
the strong legs and arms that give
817
very
earned
lucky
today.
I'm
a
victory
over Diana and Martin
conference with an 8-4 record.
Maybe's
hOiil essentials for a top golf
Mac McLendon (his playing
Skotnicka of Czechoslovakia, guy xAo's finally grown up a
Strike Outs
771
Tied for second at 7-5 are game."
partner) and I agreed that I
little at the age of 29."
High Team Series (SC)
Western Kentucky, Tennessee
"One of the trimmest figures on who were awarded 10 ordinals.
No.
Ones
1743
never walked in the path of my
the tour is that of Marlene Hagge, The Czechs accumulated mnr_n_ Weiskopf, billed as "Another
Tech and Eastern Kentucky.
Strike Outs
tun
Jack Nicklaus 'when he follow1658
Third-place honors are now in-her 22nd year orchampiori--4- performance points than the
There
were
many
confusing
High
Team
Series-(NC)
--inozneler-PI0---110ff•
Hussians but the decisive ordin— -the Golden Bear out of Ohio
MI-ay, Eastern weight
2307
post-tourney explanations of ap- No. Ones
from year to year hardly
Strike Outs
Tennessee and Middle Ten- varies an ounce from 12,0 pounds, als rating, in which the judges State, became known as one of
2254
plicable rules but Weiskopf was Losers
the
tour's
biggest
spoiled
brats
7240
•
nessee, all 5-7.
She is a firm believer in plenty of rank the competitors, went in
High Ind. Game(IC)
not penalized. A tour official
favor of the Russians.
Bringing up the rear in fourth rest and a protein diet."
Janie Knight
220
said, however, -If Tom had hit Glenda Hill
202
Debbie Ganson and Bradley
is Austin Peay, 4-8 in the OVC.
Also, Marlene is known far and
his &fit into the trap he had Jane Buchanan
190
her Hislop of Seattle, with 12 ordinHigh Ind. Game (NC)
Morehead, 14-9 on the season, widrin.women's golf circles forfried
ranked, we'd have slapped a
gourmet *king,especially of
Knight
Janie
254
als,
were
third in the dancing. out-shot Tech 55.8 per cent tp chicken.
two-shot penalty on him."
Glenda Hill
234
In the second game of the
47.7 per cent Saturday, despite
119
Weiskopf's $52,000 payday Jane Buchanan
paw chickes,a Li turbot Hine nine-match, round robin hockey
High
Ind.
Series
(SC)
a fast finish by Tech, and won
still didn't make him 1972's Janie Knight
627
tournament, the Canadian colle- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
98-96. Leonard Coulter led his .wash she chicken peeas.
505
leading money man. His $62,817 Jane Buchanan
The
Baltimore
Bullets
have
giate
team
bounced
back
from
•
Glenda
&motion
Hill
Dip in
489
evaporated
team's win with 31 points. Tech
total for the year leaves him
no
at
advantage
home
court
High
Ind.
a
series
decisive
loss
(NC)
to
the
Russians
milk.
is 13-9 overall.
short of the leader's $63,866.
Janie Knight
•
-72,
Dip in float,'seasoned •setth salt' and beat the U.S. team 9-4 at their other "home."
Barbara Merino
Western Kentucky never • and
611
That man? Jack Nicklaus.
"There's no advantage to
pepper.
Plattsburgh
55
miles
away.
Jenkins
Candy
589
trailed as it defeated Murray • Brown until golden brown all
McLendon finished with 70
playing here," said Baltimore
High (vorages
The
Soviet
Union
claimed
its
State 73-68 Saturday. Western is
Buchanan
159
Over, using a trying pan with
Jane
for a 280 total, missing birdie
first gold medal earlier Sunday C,oach Gene Shue, talking about
Margaret Morton
157
CTISCO.
13-10 overall; Murray, 14-10.
each
putts
of
by
the
an
inch
on
the
Bullets' eight scheduled
157
Mary Smith
when Galina Karelina and
Two crucial baskets by East • Dram on toweling.
156
games at the University of Last two holes, and earned a Janie Knight
Hill
Glenda
154
Tennessee's Ron Mitchell gave • Put in a baking pan, at 350 Georgy Proskourin defeated the Maryland's Cole
healthy $18,160 for third. Buddy
Field House.
degrees, for 2(0' minutes (broiler only other competitors, the U.S.
Jean Chancey
152
Tennessee an 89-86 overtime
Allin, Tony Jacklin, Bob Smith Martha Ails
144
The most vociferous of the
entry,
in
the
pairs
figure
skatwin over Eastern Kentucky Sat- • Eat.
143
Pat
Scott
and
Chi
Chi
Rodriguez
were
at
at
11,885 fans there Sunday were
ing.
141
Hilda Bennett
urday. The winners are 10-10
clearly rooting for New York as 282. pick up checks for $10,140. Dot Mullins
14_1
The
Russians
were
awarded
overall; Eastern Kentucky is
first place unanimously by the the Knicks edged The Bullets 97live judges, outperforming Deb- 96 in an overtime National BasI▪ n ,o▪ ther Saturday OVC
bie Hughes and Philip Grout, ketball Association game.
Middle
ten, -Austin Peay beat
"It was like playing twO
both
from Abe University of
84-74 in an overtime
Denver in__.the_ fre!......ekatfng straight games in Madison
11"Austin Peay is 9-13
rtIo1 .
Square Garden," said Shue, reOverall; Middle Tennessee, 15-9.
ferring to the home-and-home
In other Saturday games,
A TRADITIONAL NO-NO •
series over the weekend.
• Georgetown beat Calvary 123WASHINGTON (AP)- TraIn the other NBA games, At86; Thomas More defeated Madition forbids women of the Big lanta trimmed
Portland 113. 'ran 108-79; Centre defeated SeNamba tribe on Malekula is- .land in the New Hebrides from 110; Phoenix defeated Cleve* - wanee 83-79 to finish the Col•
being seen by their husband's land 127-125; Golden -State
lege Athletic Conference in
stopped Houston 117-104 and
brothers.
-Lexington, Va., 2-1; Union
If a married_woman happens Los Angeles turned back Chiearned a place in the finals of
to be walking along a trail when cago 123-118 in overtime. • the Kentucky Intercollegiate
-a
brother-in-law wanders by,
Saturday night's NBA scores:
Athletic Conference Tournashe sits beside the path and Baltimore 104, New York 97;
1
sa:-•'ment with a 94-79 win over
covers her face with a large
;;;O•
Milwaukee 119, Phoenix 117 in
Campbellsville, and Cumberpurple-dyed wig fashioned from overtime; Chicago 107. Golden
'land enjoyed a 93-83 overtime
pandanus leaves, says the Na- State 106; Seattle 122. CincinMarlene Hagge
victory over Berea.
tional Geographic
,,.-nati 106 and Houston 122, De•
•
troit 106.
444
Bill Bradley and Dive De
411144t4Mr".
.5
1
Busschere scored eight of New
York's 10 overtime points to
help the Knicks put the game=r.-away. Each of the Knick- forwards scored four points in the
extra period, with a basket by
DeBusschere on a feed from
Diarmg direct is easy. Here's how: First dial "1," plus the area
The East African Safari is a rally
Bradley putting the Knicks
ahead for keeps at 94-92 with
code (if it's different from yours), plus the number.If by chance you
that pits a_car against 3,800 miles
two mintues left.
of desert,, veldt and the totighest
get a wrong number,just call the operator and tell her what happened.
The victory insured the
International competition. Datsun
She'll make sure you're not charged. So keep in touch the personal
Knicks a playoff berth and left
has won it two years in a row.
them 342 games behind firstway. Dial long distance direct and save.
Built into every Datsun is a little
Boston
in
the
Atlantic
place
Di401•75
what we learned on the way to vicof
vision. Baltimore's lead in the
Central Division was trimmed
tory. Safety front disc brakes, indeto three games over Atlanta.
pendent rear suspension, overhead
Pete Maravich delivered four
cam
engine and unibody construcfree throws in the final 18 section
have
played a big part in our
onds to clinch Atlanta's victory.
With the Hawks leading 109-108,
successes. More important, they
Maravich was fouled by Larry
make the Datsun you buy More car
Steele. The Hawk guard was
for
your money. They're advantages
true on both throws and later,
we have over other cars. Some
with three seconds remaining,
people would like to believe that
again converted two shots after
being fouled by Steele.
winning races isn't everything. But
Dennis Layton' scored 21
it sure beats whatever's second.
points in the fourth quarter,
and 37 over-all, to help Phoenix
defeat Cleveland; Nate Thurmond and Cazzie Russell each
scored 28 points for San
Francisco and Jerry West had
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE
six points in a one-minute span
of the extra period to help Los
121:
"
174:2C .
Angeles beat Chicago
West topped the Lakers with
36 points while Chet Walker
24(
Pickup
510 Wagon
1200 Sedan 510 2-Dr Sedan 510 4-Dr Sedan
1200 Coupe
was high for the Bulls With 31.
before teeing off," she says, "and
most of us opt-for a medium-sized
hamburger patty, with or without
cheese"

the Sealy."
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Morehead Holds
OVC Lead With
44 &lading

Bullets Lose
To New York

ondng ]--
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Sotheyca
Webuild cars
to wininEast survive on
Main St,U.S.A.
Africa.
/

_ liPia. --4--'
' 61rf"alliii
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Pe•

mingr

5ark,
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Isn't there someone you'd liketo be
near?Getintouch bylong distance.
Calltoday.And dialit direct.

DAMN
A

South Central Bell
Keeping you in touch

,

'REFUGE INCREASES
BRAZORIA, Tex. (AP)
The Migratory Bird Conservation Commission hat
added 2,798 acres to this Nation' al-fiildlife Refuge Ott the Texas.Gill Coast. 50 mile& south:of
Houston.
,The refuge now has 9.403
acres, out of 12,000 ppi'pvedin
1965 by the commission
Grizzly bears like to akin
over large areas in their
It 49
normal travels.

-

at 1976'
Datsun prices startexcluding
- 'complete.
%Mgr's. suggested retail price for 1200 Sedan,

tax, license, freight and handling, dealer preparation.

Drive a Datsun...then decide.Today at

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun.
Open
Ev•nings

Se. 12th Street

Till 8:00

Phone 753-7114
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SHOES
Pink• Yellow • Beige• Black• Navy
One

Murray Branch
Main at 7th St Murray, Ky. Phone 753-7921
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Store"

11/ i
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Court Square_ __Sway, Ky.

We need
room-these
Goodyear
tires must go.

V

I-

Federal Savings
and Loan

VVeek Only!!

41497

I

Choose from ... Blems Changeovers- Odds &
Ends - One-of-a-Kind Discontinued Tread Designs
- and Used Tires. Hurry

Sale myd-s -sturcAty Night!
•

ill

ill
fi

SPECIAL SPECIAL

0

Power
Cushion
Polyester Cord

411j
/ tIol
dr.

'ill Weather IV

Iii

4 Ply

P!

Nylon Cord

Ill

4/18*

iii

.
111!

6.45X 14
Tubeless
Whitewall, Includes
Taxes and Mounting

8.25X14 Tubeless Blem
8.25X15 Blackwell
Includes Taxes and Mounting

NO TRADE NEEDED

NO TRADE NEEDED

!P!
Ill
lii

EVEN HONEY GOES UP
FORT WORTH, Tex. AP)There is a critical shortage of
honey in the world despite all
the bustling of all the bees. says
Edward Burleson of Waxahachie
Addressing the Texas
Beekeepers Association. Burleson said the cost of honey
al most doubled in 1971.
'We have a world shortage of
honey because of weather and
plant conditions." Burleson
said

4814311

•
asaatity
10
16
8
4

Now Open Under
New Management

,

4
4
4
4
5

Southside Restaurant

4

Size

Type & Description

Price

F70X15 Wide Tread White Letters! $19.50
Blew
,
G78X1.5 Cust. Polyglas W. W. Blemi 2150
6.50XI8 Safety All Weather Black- 15.00
wall Blew
.
11470X15 wide Tread White Letters 33.00
, Blem
16.50
7.35XI4 All Weather Blackwell Blem
F78X15 All Weather 78" Whitewall, 18.00
H78 X14ust. Polyglas Blackwall
G78X15 ust. Polyglas Blackwall
Alem
.
7.75XI4 All Weather IV Whitewall
Illem
7.35X15 All Weather Rlackwall Blem

Plus
fed, Es.
Tax

SPECIAL SPECIAL Goo
All Weather 78" 4

Ply

Nylon Cord

HI
ill

Safety All Weather 4
Ply Nylon Cord

$2.68
2•78
1.76

4P64* 4P72

3.0

C78X1 5
BlackNvall
Tubeless (Fits VW
Cars), all Taxes Included

1.74
7..43

NO TRADE NEEDED

F78X15
Whitewall
Tubless Blem, Includes
all Taxes

NO TRADE NEEDED

16.50

2.19

14.99

I.

II
III

WILLA,

!I!
111

21.50. 2.81
21.50
2.78

Ill
.
111!

Ill

No Trade Needed

.
11H
III
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Bert and Glenda Tidwell extend a Special Invitation to
all their old and new friends to come in!
iimiiiiiimminwilimminmatiminimaimummumiumamasuannimmuomanimilminiimalimmilitimulf
* Served Daily Seven Days A Week *

LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Ill

!I!
ill

Plate Lunches

GO0111/F:EAR 1

Open on Sunday 8 a.m. till ??
Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. till 10 p.m.

Now

ALSO ON OUR AL A CARTE

Ill
!I!

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
sk

!I!

111

)104
11044ot
.) Itfe;
o• Ike

4k

ill
1111
111
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NOT SO PRIMITIVE
NEW YORK (API - Dr.
James C. King, associated professor of microbiology at New
York University's Medical
School, points out in his book,
"The Biology of Race," that no
living population is more primitive than another.
For example, he believes the
hippie teenager living in a commune is not as primitive as his
parents believe. The hippie is
misunderstood by his parents,
• Dr. King says.

•••

III

1-This column of questions and answers on federal --Q) Are there say limits on
::CHICAGO - Walt Williams,
They can learn to recognize
dm matters is provided by the local office of the U.S. how much you can deduct as
who spends his summers atsomething
there's
when
a charitable contribution?
Internal
Revenue Service and is published as a public
tempting to pop a pill, is devotwrong."
A) Yes. In general, contriieg himself these days to
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions butions
- Symptoms, Williams said,
to most charities,
popping.
crusading against pill
might include watery eyes,
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
churches, educational
such
. The pill Williams attempts to sniffles, drowsiness, and a deorganizations, hospitals, etc.,
n'ino during the summer is the
sire to be alone.
Q) I sold my home last have furnished 50 percent or may be deducted up to 50 perprofit,
85,000
baseball thrown at him in his
at
a
more
of
your
December
he
has
own
said
Williams
support
cent of your adjusted gross
rige as an outfielder for the
Do I have to report this so during each of the four years
acquired his knowledge about
income. However, contribu_eay_j_t71
prior
to
1971.
IRS Publication
income ahes3 file
dhicago White Sox. However, it drugs and their dangers from
tions- to certain private non.,
506, "Computing Your Tax
(ha considerably different kind conversations with officials of return?
operating foundations, veterUnder the Income Averaging
a1 pill in which the athlete is
ans organizations, fraternal
the state's attorney's office, acA) Not, if, within one year Method," explains all the desocieties, and cemetery organCurrently interested.
tual junkies, and cured addicts,
you'
sate
the
after
before or
tails of income averaging. It's
izations are limited to 20
- Known as "No-Neck" be- some of whom are on Williams'
buy and occupy another resi- available free by dropping a
percent of adjusted gross incause of his stocky build, Wil- team of counselors.
or
much
as
dence that costs
postcard to your IRS district
come. The organization itself
ifams is spending his off-season
"Every one of the junkies
more than the sales price of office,
can tell you which of the two
Working in the Cook County told me he got started on drugs . the old residence. Additional
Q) I sued to recover &sw- categories it falls into,.
Itate's attorney's office, with
itsing marijuana," Williams - time 'is allowed if you conThere are also certain limithe task of crusading among
struct the new residence or ages for injuries I incurred in
said.
tations on contributions of
'uth against narcotics and
you were on active duty in the an auto accident. I settled for
Much of Williams' time is
property, such as stock. For
U.S. Armed Forces. In such a $7,500 before we ever got to
ls containing dangerous spent in appearances at assemdetails, set IRS Publication
trial. Is the $7,500 tax-free?
not
-postponed,
is
tax
the
case,
._ gs.
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526, "Income Tax Deduction
forgiven. Any gain not taxed
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old
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in the
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tily way to describe this whole includes Chicago.
tion
personal injury or ill- "free"
residence is subtracted from
ness. Such compensation is not
'Mee.
problem," said Williams.
"Most of the kids seem to fall
residence
new
the cost of the
taxable, whether you receive
'"Why, I just learned the
into the 12 to 14 bracket," the
Q) I had two jobs last year
giving you a lower basis to be, it after trial or through settle01.her day that LSD is capable
ball player said, "and what we
later
a
and I this* my employer withused in the event of
el- - causing --a _recurFence at"
- -have IS really -a rap session.
z
tew
disposiTIZETrfoti- tell t1P6hi.lti151111811th for Social
altereffects 15 years later." "I tell them what our antiQ) Where can I get 3 copy
curity. How can I get this
residence in a later year, and
However, it is against mari- drifg program is all about, they
back?
again replace it, under similar of the IRS Booklet, "Your
juana and disinterested par-_ -ask questions, and then we rap
4rcumstances, any tan.
Federal Income Tax"?
7A)
-11
Iwo
ents that the little outfielder -back and forth.
'gain you realize may continue
A) You can buy it for 75
or more employers during 1971
postponed.
takes his major swings.
be
to
-And you'd be surprised at
cents at larger Postal Service
ancriteeived more than 87,800
"In my estimation," Wil- the questions they throw at us."
stations, IRS district offices, of wages subject to Social
last
liams said, "those are the two
Williams explained that
Q) I wall a new car
and branch bookstores of the
Security tax, you are entitled
higgest contributactLdrug
year in a radio contest. Do I U.S. Government Printing Of-some of the youngsters ask a
to claim the fitness Social Seaddiction.
have as pay tax on this prize? fice tiiiighout the 'countik, or
curity- .tax withheld as a
lot about glue sniffing because
-Marijuana is the steppingby mail from the Superintendcredit against your income
that's the way some of them
---11\--)--Yits. Prizes and awards ent of Documents, U.S. Gov- tax. Meek your tax returns
stone to hard drugs," Williams
start before_they_go_nit0_matior servgoods
in
you-receive
ernment
Printing
Oflice,_\instructone
for information
said. "If kids start smoking a
juana.
ices --unlit be included in in- Washington, D.C. 20402.
on hoite-tci compute the credit.
lot of it, the body gets accus"I've also heard sorhe kids
come at their fair market
tomed to it and they start look- say they tried smoking marivalue.
ing for something else.
juana, but they didn't feel any-Quite often, that something
thing," Williams said.
Q) I paid my daughter's
else is a hard drug, a drug like
"Usually that's because of
medical insurance premiums
heroin. To get turned on, the
last year. Do I include these
poor grade pot or because what
kids start shooting that stuff. they smoked wasn't marijuana
premiums in the amount of
-I know a lot of people say
support I furnished her when
at all. Rather it was just a fake
figuring out whether or not I
pot's no worse than having a
substance passed on by a pushcan claim her as a dependent?
few drinks, but it's what it er taking advantage of them."
A) Yes. You may include as
leads to that's the bad part."
According to Williams, "The
an item of support medical
According to Williams, primary thing we stress is that
insurance premiums you paid,
:'Many kids could be headed ---shfthough the kids' problems
as well as other expenditures jiway from drugs if. their par- may disappear while they're on
you made for her medical and
ents were -just aware of what drugs, the still have to face
dental care. However, the
was going on, if they only knew
them in the end.
benefits received 11rom medi.something about drugs arid
"In other words, when the
cal insurance policies are not
iheir effects.
'trip' is over, they're right back
included in support.
; "But," the athlete added, where they started."
Q) After four years of atfloc many parents just aren't
Oldtimer is guest
tending college full-time and
Interested.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Working part-time to help pay
"(r, just as bad, they just
Gilbert Roland will
for it, I graduated last year
Can't believe it's possible for Oldtimer
and took a full-time lob. Cut
• ay a special guest star role in
their Johnirt to p for drugs,
I use income averaging te rea 20th Century-Fox television
_:-These parents should ace
duce my tee-_"The • Young
lbe possibility and reality of it. Pveseentees.
A) Before you can consider
income averaging, a besle
quirernont is-that---yow
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Say-Rite says Thank You for making another Grand Opening

III

possible at Grant Plaza in HopkinrtiNa, Ky, and we are

III

helping them celebrate by giving you these Specials.
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..
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Per
Pair

Give your legs a break...
buy several pair!
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..

HI

In
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•
126
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KODACOLOR FILM

NG
cARE-

Is.

LOVING
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ZZ:127""

Color Lo1on
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PACKAGES!

SYLVANIA
FLASH CUBES

SAVE.
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Carton of
Three Cubes
Regular '1.85
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Bring your film to SayRite for speedy developing
at Discount Prices!

Loving
Care
Hair Color

All
Colors
and
Shades

The hairsetter that saves you
valuable time!
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DEODORANT

I
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11i
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Values Up To '1.98
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'I.
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Historical Drama To

liOSPItka Report

-Tour MutHoroscope

February 23, 1972
ADULTS..106
\
NURSERY ..8
nuncios Drak•
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
_ Baby Girl Oliver ( Mrs. Anita
The award winning outdoor pelldnetion staff members are
FOR TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 29, 19'72
,.,Kay Oliver), Rt. 1, Kirksey,
historical drama ''Wilderness ellfacted to be announced
- Look in the section in which tistic, love uniformity. You Baby Boy Stallone (Mrs. Jane
Road" will be produced in a new
in artier that casting
your birthday comes and find have staying power and a knack Carol Stations), 1400 Glendale
production this summer under auditions may begin as soon as
what your outlook is, according for handling people locked in Rd., Murray.
the sponsorship of Berea possible for the 100 members of
disputes. Many fashion stylists,
DISMISSALS
to
the stars.
extensive the company. Mallonee says
With
College.
critics and essayists have been
J.W. Walls, 409 N. 2nd St.,
Paul
Playwright
to
be
a
expected
revisions by
that it is
Pisces-born.
Murray, Mrs. Juanita Mae lax,
Green, the play is set for a June professional company
• .'•
506 S. 6th St., Murray, Mrs.
ID opening and will play nightly augmented by promising young
enterprises
only. - Avoid
_Shirley Louise Hurt, 1004 Olive
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
excepting Mondays through talent.
misdirected effort. There are
St., Murray Robert Calvin
complete
guide
to
torecast.
so..e
by day
Labor ...Daat,September 4 _IIL, The drama, acclaimed by
and marriage. and a com —Owen, 1515 Cardinal
7many advantages-for the Dr.,
Indian Port Theatre near
critics as the best of the Paul
-aa41
,„
:
.-.4,
- re
oure
'
s,,
4
i,,,
selective taking. Especially . r,„„"7,471.,
MurrUy,
Earl
Miles
Crume,
Rt.
I3erea, Kentucky.
Green outdoor dramas, was
nd %1 °I) P4us 23'
cent% 'n
favored:
Scientific
and
""
r-e5t'"
1, New Concord, Mrs. Pearl
coin tor postage and hondling to this
The appointment of George first presented as part of the
Book
newspaper, care of Horoscope
technological interests.
Elizabeth Turner, 1703 Miller,
Deportment, Box 173, Old Chelsea
Managing college centennial celebration
Mallonee as
TAURUS
Station, New York, kr nem Print
Hortense
Murray,
Mrs.
Producer was announced in 1955, and played for four
your NAME. ADDRESS with ZIP, and
(Apr. 211 to May 21) dim, DATE
OF BIRTH
Paschall Ellis, 1009 Story,
recently by Dr. Willis D. suceeding years. Awarded the
Your individualistic touch, a
Murray, Mrs. Ada Cassey
Weatherford, President of the George Washington Medal by
special word at the right
Luther (expired) From Cony.
The
„College.
director_,Itie Freedom Foundation "for
mean
the
difmoment
could
Div., Lundy-Gfeen Tubbs
choreographer and other outstanding achievement in ALL IN A DAY'S WORK-Mrs.Pat Nixeo, wife of the President, tosses bits of food to pigs in a sty at a
ference between a,so-so day and
(From Cony. Div.).
bringing about a better un- Chinese commune in Peking. She was taken on a tour of the commune, shown the schools, stores
a top-flight one. Many opderstanding of the American and other facilities.
portunities for advancement
way of life", the play marked a
indicated.
(AP Wirephoto)
new direction in Kentucky's
GEMINI
tourist industry. There are now
( May 22 to June 21)
three major outdoor producClays, Bryants, Boones-like
Don't discount the "little"
tions in the state each surruner
things, for through these you other famous names in Kencan often achieve your most tacky, they are kept alive not
and more are being planned.
worthwhile attainments, Study. only because of their historic
Three graduate eincients from.--nea trends, suggesfions; be connections but through their
Murray State University are
practical, avoid extremes.
teaching interns at Madisonmagnificent old homes. Two of
CANCER
ville Community College this
these homes are recent adThe Kentucky Hereford
spring.
(June 22 to July 23) ‘
12"C-47 ditions to Kentucky's chain of Association will hold their
Wait
long
enough
to
ascertain
state
shrines.
They are: Michael E.
correct data, most desirable
white Han sera ee Rich. annual meeting, show and sale
Bouland, Paducah, teaching
March 12 and--13 in Louisville,
Americans still think • government may pay half or freshman class vacancies in _ method& When you ARE in-public speaking; Walter
Or colleges and universities as more of their operating and 1971, 14 per cent more than formed, instructed, take off mond, was the home of famed Kentucky.
Kopacz, Murray, teaching
abolitionist Cassius Marcellus
Louisville-The Kentucky
the ivory-towered citadels of capital costs through a plethora 1970.
Meeting headquarters will be
straight and quickly for
management;- and John A. State Fair Board met with local
Graduate school enrollment designated goals. Aim HIGH' Clay, who is considered at the Executive Inn with
intellectualism they were de- of grants upon which the institution's existence may rest. went up 5 per cent in 1971, about LEO
Teague, Murray,--teaching and state fire officials and were signed to be and once were.
responsible for swinging the registration in the main lobby
history._
1860 Republican Convention to starting
They were expected to pro- Profeesnrs frequently are hired half the increase in 1970-briefed about deficiencies at theijuly 24 to Aug.
The inteniship program in Kentucky Fair and Exposition
dike people knowledgeable in a for their ability to coax money
Black students and those
Adopt a no-sooner-said-than- Abraham Lincoln as the party's March 12.
two-year college teaching has Center. The Board concurred
nominee.
variety of fields with the pro- from Uncle Sam rather than in- with Spanish surnames are, en- done policy if you would net top Presidential
Plans for Sunday evening wM
been established by Murray that immediate efforts should
fessional graduate schools left tellectual accomplishment or tering college in record num- rewards now. A good day in Waveland, at Lexington, is one include a sirloin steak dinner, a
talent.
to train doctors, lawyers, sciState at MCC to provide a more be initiated to bring the big
most
Kentucky's
bers, the commission indicates. which to try out new methods, of
John
There is an increasing ten- It only provides percentages, ideas. Don't go to extremes, distinguished examples of Hereford film starring
entists and academicians.
relevant system for training complex up to present day
Wayne,
election
of
ICHA
officers
Many of today's colleges and dency for students to defer col- not numbers, so it is difficult to however.
teachers on the community standards.
Greek Revival architecture and for 1972, and the Kentucky
universities, particularly pub- lege entrance, to "stop out- - develop a true picture.
college level.
VIRGO
kt
was built on land said to have Colonels basketball game.
Wyndall Smith, President of
lic ones, have become antiintel- it used to be called drop out Besides practice teaching, the the Kentucky State Fair Board,
l.ibeen surveyed by Daniel Boone.
For what it's worth, while (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Monday morning, March 13
or
to
switch
schools with
lectual rookeries and acadernte
Mixed planetary influences.
program also includes course said that these corrections_
Rich in the remembrance of fifty-seven head of top Hereford
undergraduate enrollaplomb, according to the Car- total
supermarkets.
Recent
inforuncertain
as
You
may
be
to
how one man's'defense of individual
work in the student's academic would be made as soon as
ment increased 2.4 per cent in
cattle from some of the leading
mation about enrollment, in negie Commission on Higher 1971, black enrollment went up to proceed at times. But take
field and a study of the two-year possible.
freedom, White Hall had its breeders in the state will be
Education.
numbers and subject area, reand 25 per'coat for the tirne to think things out. bekiiming as ir. Georgian shown and judged.
15
per
cent
college.
Costs at pub& institutions
Monday
Bouland and Teague are - SKIPS TEAM AND JAIL- - fleets the marketplace as never are increasing at a slower rate students with Spanish sur- Haste or impulsiveness could structure called -Clermont, afternoon these cattle will be
before.
further
complicate
situations.
names. At graduate schools,
WOODSTOCK, Md. (AP) working toward both the Master
During the 1860's, while Clay sold. The show and sale is coThere could be no quarrel than at private schools that black enrollment went up 35 LIBRA
of Arts in College Teaching and The Sykesville Correctional
was servieg as Minister to
must
charge
higher
tuition.
with
this
if
vocational, techper cent and 26 per cent for (Sept. 24 to Oct_ 23) atL_Ili Russia, he had Clermont sponsored by the Kentucky
the Specialist in College Laundry.Camp won the basketnical and career education Thus, increased government Spanish surname students.
Hereford Association and the
If
things
go
wrong,
don't
fret.
an
assistant
ball
game
but
lost
Teaching degrees. Already
were the primary mission of subsidy is helping to destroy
The Libran's quick thinking and enlarged into an Italianate Kentucky Department of
coach.
represent
These
figures
could
holding a Master of Business
higher education. Publicly, col- the diversity provided by pri- lower admissions criteria with enthusiasm can boost any mansion, White Hall. White Hall Agriculture.
Isaiah Brown Jr.. 40, escaped
Administration, Kopacz is after his inmate team defeated
lege administrators say no, vate institutions whose enroll- its attendant programmed mediocre hour into quite a had central heating and interior
All
commercial
and
earning the SCT.
a squad from the local job train- but the figures tell another ment continues to drop because failure and pro forma granting rewarding one. Give special Plumbing (startling innovations registered cattle breeders are
of it and the sluggish economy.
Dr. Charles H. Tolley, ing center, 41-36.
then), a grand ballroom with cordially invited to'attend.
story.
of degrees, an insidious form of attention to job matters.
The commission reports
director of higher education at
Brown was serving a term
Although many claim to be
Corinthian columns and ap
SCORPIO
pa tronizaton
MS1.1, coordinates the ogram. for armed robbery.
private ineeihuiree, the federal- thera.may-haue been 110,000 24 to Nov. n) In,* elaborately carved frieze, and a
Met.
SOMETIMES IT SNOWS
Both undergraduate and
A bright outlook. Get an wide, curving interior stairNEW YORK (AP)-The sun
graduate enrollments went up
--early;
efficient
start
-and
-Way.
never set on "Sesame Street"
in public and private service
In three years of renovation during the first two years of the
fields, with metaphysical areas maintain a tempo suited to Your
preferred over the scientific. requirements and abilities_ _work, White Hall was restored_ television program for chilto its past splendor. Many of the dren But this year things are
Undergraduate subjects show- Remain calm in discussions.
Clay family furnishings and different In an attempt to
ing the greatest enrollment de- SAGITTARIUS
Cassius' perional items have make the experimental educacrease include the physical sci- (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Good
stellar
influences.
Press
been obtained Itnd are on tional series more realistic,
ences, math, biological scinight and rainy weather scenes
forward
with
all
the
grit
and
display.
White Hall, off the
,encee, tbe humanities and forhave been added and, for the
eign languages, areas that good will you can. Strive kir Winchester-Boonesboro in- first time, seasonal
changes octraditionally brought students better form, system, precision. terchange of 1-75, is open daily cur. It even snowed in one seto college. It also reflects the CAPRICORN
Mondays.
except
r--4(
quence:7led that many institutions no (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) a, eqit
Waveland was built In 1/147 by
mind
A
good
day!
Your
.100ger require these subjects
Joseph Bryant, who lived there—.ifogyEssEs GETIAFT
stiould feel highly stimulated,
for graduation.
NEW YORK (AP) - One
but action without stress must until his death in 1887, and it is-%
These enrollment figures re- be your keyword. Details, to the period of his lifetime that airline has set up a nighttime
escort service for its 300 stewlate to projected national hiring tedious work, well-handled, can the mansion has been
patterns reported by Michigan bring fine returns.
restored and refurnished. ardesses working out of LaState University's Placement AQUARIUS
Waveland recalls all that was Guardia Airport
The stewardesses are driven
Bureau. Demand for bachelor's (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
rich and elegant in Kentucky
by male employees from the
degree graduates dropped 2 per
Certain offerings will be out of plantation life. Also on' the aircraft landing area to their
cent in 1971; for master's de- line, others attractive; all grounds are restored craft
gree holders, 12 per cent and 27 should be investigated before shops, servants' quarters, a automobiles and the males wait
per cent for those with a doc- taken on. Don't mix business blacksmith shop, a print shop for the women to drive away
The service was put into eftor's degree.
and a country store. Waveland fect after one stewardess was
and pleasure unwisely.
Hospitals and health services
State Shrine was formerly attacked in the employee parkPISCES
plan a 20 per cent increase in
called the Kentucky Life ing lot.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
hiring bachelor's degree holdNot everything will go as you Museum.
The coyote is hunted more
ers with hotels, motels and
planned, but remain steadfast/.
Waveland is on the Higbee relentlessly with gen. poison.
camps anticipating a 16 per
Your keen mind and fine Mill Road off US-27 and is open trap and hound than any other
cent boost. Agriculture-related
Sundays. animal
business plans a 77 per cent ree common sense sbpuld see you Tuesdays through
and w41.
.duction; construction and through
YOU BORN TODAY are
building material manufacturing, aerospace and compo- agreeable, an eager student, a
nents, 26 per cent and electron- willing worker if the goal is
ics and instruments, 16 per worthwhile. You never tire in
effort, but can become uncent.
certain about whether your
Employment of people with
master's degrees is expected to endeavors are appreciated.
drop 33 per cent or more in con- Ascertain if your methods and
struction and building material standards are top-notch, but do
manufacturing; agriculture. not fret or be fearful. Provide
related business; banking, fi- for the "rainy days," when you
nance and insurance; elec- must call upon savings. But
trical machinery and equip- STOP worrying; it hampers
ment; food and beverage pro- your achievement. Your
cessing; government adminis- responsible nature and vision fit
tration; hotels, motels, resorts you for modern attainment; you
research thoroughly, are arand camps and metals and
metal products. Slight hiring
KATSELAS TO DIRECT
increases are expected by acHOLLYWOOO ( AP ) - Milcounting firms; aerospace and ton Katselas has been signed by
components; chemicals, drugs producer Mike Frankovich to
and allied products and re- direct "Forty Carats." which
search and consulting services. will begin filming next sumA 3 per cent increase in de- mer.
Take the controls of this personal checking account and put your money in gear. The Bulldozer
mand for doctoral degree canKatselas recently completed
This
financial
leveler
comes
in
many
to
nothing.
on
next
and
runs
handles bills safely and easily
didates was reported by chem- the direction of "Butterflies
With Our
attractive models from colorful flower designs to the free personal style printed while you wait. No
icals, drugs and allied prod- Are Free." The new film will
matter what your checking needs may be,there is a Bulldozer Checking Account to meet those needs.
ucts; glass, paper and packag- he screened in Hollywood.
This proves one important point: It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us.
ing firms. Research and conFROM THIEF TO TRAP
sulting services reported a 75
NEW YORK lAP) a- Walter
CARPET or RUG
hiring.
in
decline
cent
per
Hill has been signed by Warner
Many higher education insti/0 Regular
price
Bros to write the screenplay of
CLEANING
9c sq. ft
tutions have become glorified "The Freedom Trap:- baseitton
(Wall to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
trade schools whose weeps-. Desmond Eiagley's novel
tional offerings.are groStly afHill recently completed the
* FREE ESTIMATES *
fected by government contri- screenplay for "The Thief Who
butions and regulations. Not - Came to Dinner." a .Bud YorkPhone 753-2553.
.ortlydoes- geVernment regulate
Good Urn March 31, 1972.
productIop
prices and wages these Phase which goes before pie cameras
II days, it also affects, through - this spring
its Influence on campus, the
supply of trained, talented
people available to the market.
College students, however,
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Blacks need
stake in dream
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
Vie black people must begin to realize the fallacies-of the American dream:We must radii* that it takes more than just being a
, good citizen. a.regiitered voter, and going to church on Sunday
mornings. .
The most importantaesson we must learn, and begin teaching to
our Children, is that only through equity in American industry will
we-beer:ape vibrant people. If we owned shares of AT&T, we certainly wouldn't allow our children to play baseball with the telephones -2because it could affect the profit picture.
Because People tell us that we are deprived, that is how we think
-of-ourselvri:.-But the real tragedyof America is that we,like many
of our white brothers, comprise the working class of our country.
As working people, we have no real stake in stocks and bonds that
comprise the equity capitalization of our cou.ntry:;
The vast majority Of black people haiie lower echelon job tines" ,
, municipal workers, federal employes.
.
such as domestic workers
Many more thousands of us have union types of jobs, factory jobs.
A few of us have upper middle-class types of employment. One
thing in common that most of the jobs have is fringe benefit plans,
such as health and di.sability.,insw'ance, and various
. forms of re•
•
.
tirement benefits,
The main area of concern Is it relates to 25 million'14ck Americans is that the retirement concept is old and antiquated; it plain
_
•
•
does not work. Here are a few reasons .
1. Very few people stay on a job lon eniniflkfo get the full benefit
of the retirement plan.
2. In most instances, retirement plans are set *by the employer
to benefitt the employer,through tax-saving devices;as well as tdgli
Incimile schedules.
individual black ern3. These-retirement plans do nothing for the
0.•
ploye.
4. These moneys are not invested into the comMiiiity; therefore
wheirwe-retire, we are broke:7- When black America becomes frustrated, we have a riot. When
we have a riot, many lives are lost, as well as many millions of dollars of property. If we had an equity share in the property throughout our country, we would surely not burn our investments.
. Business and government should allow black America to use
their retirement dollars to buy a piece of the American dream,
raWfttian have $25 to $35 a month going into a retirement plan
that has proved to be of no real benefit. As blaek men,. ",10ift no
longer want the free benefits of white America's efforts"; as black
men,-we no longer want to be discussed as problems confronting
,quLnation(Kisleciirjtirisks'";as black men,:',we no longer,think
0is prudent to die in the streets,shot down like animals."
The cry in the ghetto should'no longer be "give me," or "allow
me," but it must be "Sell me."The free enterprise system in America is great. What harm would there, be if black America bought
some?

TREMENDOUS
— VALUES TO HELP Y
CATCH THE BIG ONE
AND TELL...

A

—Work for formulation of a
national energy policy for the
conservation of energy and the
allocation of fossil fuel, nuclear,
hydro, geothermal and other
power resources. (Energyenvironmental
related
problems include spills from
off-shore oil drilling,smog from
power plant smokestacks and
fislLtills from power-plants

cooling systems.)
—Support effective measures
for abatement and prevention of
environmental pollution of the
atmosphere, water, soil and
landscape.
•-,-Preserve our productive
wetlands and estuarine areas,
essential to waterfowl and
fisheries and other ecological
values.
national
—Change our
transportation policy, shifting
the emphasis in public investment and public subsidy
from highways to mass transit.
(Automobile exhausts cause air
pollution,and construction of an
ever-expanding highway network is destroying natural
areas, disrupting communities
and spreading urban sprawl.)
Listed as special action
priorities for now and the
coming months were:
—Advocate biological and
integrated pest-control
measures, and work to
eliminate use of DDT and other
persistent (long-lasting
pesticides.
—Spotlight and resist stream
'channelization, a federally
supported "destructive
engineering fad", in which
are
streams
natural
straightened and turned into
ditches.
—Seek reform of federal and
local poisioning and trapping
programs that result in
widespread destruction of
carnivorous wild animals.
—Investigate and publicize
the extent and ecological side
effects of the practice of converting natural forests to softwood (pine) monocultures,
particularly in the Southeastern
States.
The magazine added that the
listing of these priorities did not
imply any lessening of effort in
other current National Audubon
Battles:"MO the assistance of
our chapters,and in many cases
behind their leadership, we
shall be fighting to protect the
environment and preserve
priceless and essential comAmerica's
of
ponents
ecosystems—the Big Cypress,
the Big Thicket, Tinicum
March, San Francisco Bay, thethe
Basin,
Atchafalaya
Nisqually Delta, and scores of
others."
OIL FIELD STORY
HOLLYWOOD (API— Stan-.
Icy _ADOPT has Arrinirpd 111.
motion picture rights to "Oklahoma Crude," an ortginal
screenplay by Marc Norman.
He will produce and direct on
location in Oklahoma nest summer for Columbia Pictures. .
It ii a romance-action-adventure sfory of the oil fiqlds at the
tiirn'of the century.
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7 fold out trays, roomy bottom section,
red, white and blue.
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Reg. '1994
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cord.
Strong, long lasting.
Heavy duty

PLASTIC

19!$1444
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POPPING
BUGS

Reg. 284

Metal, 2-piece construction,

extra large top opening.
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water,
- ldeal.for bream.
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0 FISH HOOKS

18;'or 37;
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LIFE PREARVER
Bouyant Vest or Cushion Style

SPIN CASTING
ROD
£12 Ft Full Carbide
Reg.
$74

U.S. Coast Guard Approved
Reg. '4.99 each
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574'4!

'1294

TROT LINE
CANE POLE
2 section cane pole, pomplete with 1150-ft. 340 lb. test main line. 254/0
extra sharp double strength hooks.
line, cork and hook.
Reg.
1.27
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Audobon Gains In Membership
The membership of the
National Audubon Society, has
doubled and redoubled since
1965. There were less than 50,000
members in the Society then;
today there apt ioore. than
200,000.
•••••;1 e •
up
with the new
Keeping
problems of the Environmental
Decade has meant dramatic
changes as well as explosive
growth for the Audubon Society.
The pioneers who formed the
organization in 1905 could never
have dreamed it would one day
be concerned with such issues
as the nation's transportation
system, sources of energy, and
the size of the human
population. Yet hose are among
the subjects included in the
"action priorities for 1972-73"
that the Society will publish in
the March issue of its magazine,
Audubon.
There's been a change in the
type of member that has joined
in recent years; the Society
reports. Membership is not
running as heavily as it did in
years past to birdwatchers,
teachers, housewives and
retired people; there has been a
corresponding increaser in the
number of members who are
employed in business and industry, and the nuniber who say
that a broad concern for the
environment was their primary
reason for joining the Society.
The number of local Audubon
chapters—there are now 242 in
communities across the United
States—is growing fast, and in
addition a far higher percentage of Audubon members
are active in grass roots environmental work in these
chapters.
priorities
action
The
suggested in the forthcoming
Audubon include five continuing
long-range goals for the decade
of the Seventies. Members are
urged to:
—Advocate stabilization of
the human population.
—Work for formulation of a
national energy policy for the
conservation of energy and the
allocation of fossil fuel, nuclear,
hydro, geothermal and other
power resources from power
plant smokestacks and fish-kills
from power-plants cooling
systems
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ENTER ROSES'
FISHING CONTEST

‘—c-?'

Contest Begins March 1 - Ends March 29

REGISTER BEFORE MARCH 15

* 4 BIG PRIZES *
* Largest Bass - Mitchell 300-Reel
* Largest Crappie - 2610-D Garcia Rod
* Largest Stripe - 290 Fishmaster Rod
4*. Largest Bream - 103-A Tackle Box

AV,
.J111.

ASSTD.-LURES
Catch the really big ones!
Large selection.
'2.95
Values

99!

CRAPPIE
— Double drop rig, keeps hooks
away from
nylon leader.
Size 2 hooks.

2

— CONTEST RULES —
TYPES OF FISH FOR CONTEST

1. Largemouth Bass 2. Stripe Bass
3. Croppie 4. Bream
* Person must register before March 15 at Roses Sports Dept.
* Contest begins March 1 - Ends March 29
* Winners will be announced Maich 30.'
* Fish must be brought to Roses

for weighing.

* Fish must be caught with lure, live or artificial bait
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Natkiiiat Guard In Search- ot
400 Missing Victims Of flood
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MAN, W. Va. ( AP)- Nation- chian coal camps along the 20al guardsmen and, hundreds of mile hollow.
volunteers set out at dawn toNational Guardsmen made it
/
2 miles to the end of
day in search of an estimated the last 21
400 missing persons, victims of, the hollow early today; guardsflooding that left 61 known dead men said only two of 37 houses
and wiped out whole corrunu- remained in that area. They
nities.
said the onrushing water
Meaawhile, attention began stripped the land down to bedto f
on the eause of a break rock.
in an earthen dam which pre.
Gov. Arch A. Moore Jr., who
cipitated the flash flood in Buf- planned to ask the West Virfalo Creek hollow Saturday ginia Legislature today for $1
morning. Waters from an 18- million to start relief work for
acre lake were unleashed.
flood victims, estimated that 4,Ben Tudor, general superin- 000 of the Buffalo Creek area's
tendent of the Buffalo Mining 7,000 residents were left homeCo., said the situation had been., less.
---1:puilding for a long time. — President Nixon told Moore
He said the state had denied by telephone from China that
the coal company permission he had declared West Virginia's
on many occasions to send Logan County a national dissome of the slag and sludge aster area.
which had accumulated in the
Many flood survivors spent
firm's lake into valley streams, Sunday night on cots in classrelieving pressure on the dam. rooms and hallways of public
"They were too concerned schools across the county as ofabout the trout downstream," ficials from the Department of
-Tudor said. Alt either had to be - Housing and Urban Developthe people or the trout and now, ment arranged for mobile
both are gone."
homes to be trucked in for
Authorities said they -8117--r those left homeless.
pected to find many more hodMany residents of the hollow
ies as bulldozers began search- acknowledged they had been
Mg the remains of 14 Appala- warned this past week that the
dam might break. But they
said similar warnings had been
issued in previous.periods of
heavy reffi.
glsolliseedfromibigeir

All other warnings had proven to be false.
In Washington, the US. Geological Survey estimated about
25 large earthen banks at coal
mines in two West Virginia
counties alone serve as datns
but "generally lack adequate
spWways."
The agency said another 75
banks in eastern Kentucky,
southwestern West Virginia and
Virginia are inadequately protected.
Logan Deputy Sheriff Otto
Mutters quoted Steve Dasovich,
a vice president of Pittson Co.,
a holding company for
Clinchfield Valley Coal Co., as
saying the dam had been ditched to allow runoff and ease
the burden caused by three
days of continuous rain and
snows the weekend before

Services For John
Workman Are Tuesday

Funeral services for John
Workman of 1508 Parklane
N.,
Drive, Murray, will be held at
the Max H. Churchill Chapel at
10:30 Tuesday morning. Dr. H.
• —.—
C. Chiles and Bro. Roy Beasley,
• .7,
Jr. will officiate.,-Active pallbearert-for Mr.
Workman will be L. D. WorkRiley, Fred Stone,
man,
Charlie—HumptireysT----Fred
morning.
president
reeetved
about
I:15
this
Arlingron,
Va.,
forts to *dna the blaze.The call to the tire was
Flames were Mowing from this home, occupied by Mr. and Mn. Bobby
Workman, and Corbit Farless.
Alumni Bri i' et
/
2 mile west of the city limits.
Murray
State
The house is located on Highway 121 about 11
Belcher, when the Murray-Calloway County Rescue Squad arrived this morning. A
Honorary pallbearers will be
Association,
By
David
Hill
MI
StaffPhoto
volunteer with the fire-fighting unit is pouring water through a deer(Wt)
the members of the Clayborne
•
graduate.
Jones Sunday School Class of
-Former two-time Lt. Gov:
the First Bapt st Church.
Harry Lee Waterfield of FrankBurial will be in the Murray
A bridge luncheon will be held
fort, currently a member of the
Memorial Gardens.
at
the
Calloway
County
Country
university board of regents and
Mr. Workman died Saturday
Club this Wednesday, at 12
Rainy Kentucky weather over the weekend forced evacuations
a 1932 graduate.
(Cesitinied from Pagel)
moining
at 3:25 in the Cardiac
noon.
in Paintsville and New Haven, and contributed to the death of a
----Dr: Ralph II. Woods of
quarters as soon as possible in -the Squad reported to a fire at
Chairwomen for the luncheon Care Unit of the Murrayfour-year-old Paducah boy.
order to fill prescriptions. the home of Mr.and Mrs. Buddy Murray, now president e
are mesdames: WC. Adams, Calloway County Hospital. He
Forty Paintsville families left their homes late Friday and
English indicated that a tern- Workman. Walter McAllister, emeritus, whose tenure as Bob Billington, Robert Burke, was 68 years of age and his
halfRichard
B.'
Parker,
Saturday as the Big Sandy River in Johnson County rose to 371
/
2
porary structure such as a who lives in Illinois, owned the president from 1945 to 1968 is the Richard Knight, Buddy
Spann, death was due to a heart attack.
owner of Allied Radio Shack mobile home
feet.
would be used trailer. Walter Conner of longest in the school's history. Conrad Jones, Pete Hulse,
The Murray man was a
told
the
Ledger
and
Times
this
.
u
Raymond
liduzia
•
of
until the building could be Sycamore" Street "own-s the
Civil Defense and state Highway department spokesmen said
member
of the West Fork
Tommy
Latimer,
Graves
morning
that five radios had rebuilt. Current plans are to
Stamford, .Conn., senior
clearing of city lowlands and roads wouldn't be accomplished'
Baptist Church and of the
trailer park.
Morris and Madelyn Lamb.
been
City
Police.
confiscated
by
student
president
of
the
until late today or early Tuesday.
rebuild the building and conThe trailer was a total loss,
Chairwomen for the bridge Clayborne Jones Sunday School
The Vi residents of the Loving Care Nursing Home in New Parker said that last Wed- tinue operatio according to but the Rescue Squad kept the govenunent.
are
Mesdames Robert Miller Class of the First Baptist
Harry-18. Sparks,
Haven spent Friday night at a city public school, but were back at nesday at 1:30 two Murray English. Prescriptions from the blaze from spreading to other Church. He was a member of
and Gaylord Forrest.
Police
Officers
came
into
his
current
president
of
Murray
their nursing home the next day as the Salt River went down.
Saf-T-Pharmacy are now being mobile homes close by. The.
Reservations should be made Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
place of business and took the filled --0---Hellitrid
state
Aecepted-Masohs. He was a
cause of the fire was- unknown.
Netion County Judge James Sutherland said thesenior citizen.s radios without a search
The invocation will be with one d'the chairwomeri.
downtown, also owned by No injuries Were caused by the
retired employee of the Murray
left when the river "got up to the entrance of the rest home".
warrant. He said they based the
•
delivered
*the
Rev.
Ed
Frank
Division of the Tappan ComIn Paducah, McCracken County Coroner John Barker said confiscation on the point that he Forbus and English.
blaze.
Jeffrey, pastor of the White Christian
No estimate could be placed
pany
and was well known as a
Richard Wayne Watson Jr., 4, of West Paducah, drowned
was '
,breaking the law by
Themobile home just west of Haven United Methodist("ouch
painter in Murray.
Saturday afternoon when he fell into a five-foot, rain-filled septic selling radio equipment that is on the financial loss caused by
in
Memphis
aniteawur
the Workman home was
the fire by English.
a 1966
Mr. Workman and his wife,
capable of picking up police
tion
damaged-by-the heat of the graduate, and Vie.
the
former Dixie Jones, who
The Murray Fire Department blaze. Three windows were will be given by -Kai B:Iffutt of'
bole had not been filled in due to the rain and calls."
BarTier
The Christain Social Corn- survives, would have been
Three of the radios were in could not determine how or broken out and the alum num Kirksey, a 1927 graduate.
contained water up to the top.
mittee, will meet on Tuesday married for fifty years in
the original cartons Parker
where the fire started. Several siding was warped on the home,
A highlight of the dinner Feb. 29th
at 7:30, in the Douglas September of this year. He was
said. Parker indicated that explosions occurred during the 'owned by Mr. arxt Mrs. Gene program Will be the preSencommunity center. Included in born January 8, 1904, in
there is a state law which fire, apparently caused by the McCutcheon. The McCutcheons tation of the second print of
Ashland Exec.
prevents persons from using large quantitites of paint were out of town at the time of C.G. Morehead's painting of the program will be a discussion Calloway County and was the
ASHLAND, Ky.( API-Funeral arrangements had not yet been
of the city park perposal. All son of the late Joseph Thomas
completed Sunday for former Ashland Oil executive Everett F. short wave radio equipment for supplies and ammunition.
the fire. The Rescue Squad "Oakhurst," traditional interested persons are invited. Workman and Melissa Jones
but
personal
gain
or
illegal
use,
Seventeen
firemen
from
the
Ariz.,
hospital,
from
campus
home
of
Murray
State
who
died
Saturday
in
a
Scottsdale,
Wells,67,
saved the McCutcheon trailer
Workman_ He was preceded in
that such radio equipment is
Murray Fire Department an- by using two truckloads of presidents, to Sparks by --the
Injuries received in a Feb. 13 auto accident.
death by two brothers, Huron
artist
.
_Wells joined Ashland Oil in 1926. At the time of his death he was sold by many stores in Murray. swered the call, along with Fire water to keep it cool.
and Otis Workman- - -He said that Allied Radio sells Chief Jackie Cooper. Personnel
a member of the board of directors and of the board's executive
Sparks and Morehead will
Survivors are hie wife, Mrs.
equipment
in
all
50
such wave
from the Murray Rescue
conunittee.
"The Rescue Squad's quick present the first print of the
•
Dixie Workman, 1506 Parklane
also assisted. Twenty-one response to the call was the painting, which was cornA former president of the company, he leaves his wife, a son, a states in the union.
Drive,
three
Murray;
Parker pointed out that the volunteers from the. Rescue only thing that saved our mobile missioned by the Murray State
daughter, and a grandson.
daughters,
Mrs.
Milburn
says
that
short
wave
state law
Squad assisted in fighting the home from being destroyed, Alumni Association, to Gov.
Funeral services for Mrs.
equipment may be used legally blaze.
during Mamie Randolph, 505 Poplar (Dorothy)Dunn of Atlanta, Ga.,
Ford
too," McCutcheon said this Wendell
Black Caucus
in automobiles which are
The establishment was the
ceremonies at 10 a.m.(EST)on Street, were held Sunday at 2:30 Mrs. J. B. (Joy Burkeen of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP i-The Kentucky Black Political publicaly owned and licensed by first of the larger retail discount morning. "My wife and I are
the same date in Frankfort, P.m. at the First Christian Murray. Ronk One, and Mrs.
deeply
grateful
to
all
of
the
Caucus, made up of the state's 45 black elected officials, chose 25 the state.
outlets in Murray. Their in- volunteers who fought the Both Morehead and Ford are Church. Rev. David Roos and John T. (Sue) Murdock of
delegates Saturday to the National Mack'Coia
He said that he called the ventory consisted of numerous blaze."
Rev-.1- William M. Porter of- Brazilia Brazil; one son, Bobby
from OWensboro.
The convention will be held March 10-12 in Gary,Ind.
Federal COmmunications automotive supplies, paint,
Resolutions
adopted
by
the
Belated. Burial was in the Workman of Rock Hill, S.C.;
anticity-county Commission in Atlanta and was
The Caucus also adopted antibusing and
two sisters, Mrs. A.A. (Eula
The Murray Fire Department Kentucky
plumbing and electricial supMurray City Cemetery.
House
of
government merger resolutions and eleeted Raoul Cunningham told that sale of short wave plies, the largest
Active pallbearers .were Mae) Doherty of Murray. Route
camera and was called at 6:00 o'clock this Representatives and Senate
of Louisville as chairman and Harry Sykes of Lexington as vice- radio equipment is not illegal. photography
department in this morning to Gary's Food Market commemorating the signing of Henry Fulton, James D. One and Mrs. Charles(Veneta
chairman.
Parker said that he has area, men's, women's and at Main and Sixteenth Streets. the bill 50 years ago authorizing Clopton, Henry Holton, Gilliard Sexton of 120 North 14th Street;
W.P.
.
Russell and Dennis., Murray; three brothers,
already appeared in City Court children's clothes and shoes, The fire was located at the rear two normal schools in Ken- Tay
Rossi,orW
RaymoWWorkman of Murray
and that he is scheduled to and hunting and fishing sup- of the store and did con- tucky-one in the west and one
Host
siderable damage.
Honorary pallbearers were Route One, Earl E. Workman of
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP )-The unsuccessfu: Republican appear again later this wetk. plies.
in the east-will also be
pa
ub
ru
krsn Wmealtlst,
None of the contents were
kHa
malln,, BT
ill. Rialto, California, and W.T.
The
Fire
candidate in Kentucky's lieutenant governor's race last fall says City Police have the radios in
Department presented to Sparks by the A
Workman of Venice,California;
saved from the blaze. Except reported that the booster tanks governor.
Sparkman,
he will become publisher of a new magazine called Inside Ken- their possession at this time.
for the front wall of the block on all three trucks were used to
eri Stubblefield,
Dr
In
Jre.s, nine grandchildren, Deborah
tucky Sporty
Prior to the dinner on the Sledd,Vernon
and brick structure, the entire fight the blaze with seventeen campus, an historical marker Vernon
James Dunn and Patricia Dunn of
Jim Host,also aformer state parks commissioner,said the first
building and its contents were regular firemen at the scene. will be unveiled on the campus Hart, Dr
A.H. Titsworth, Atlanta, Ga., Dennis and Patsy
issue goes on sale April 21.
flattened by the fire.
The Calloway County Fire- in front of Wrath& Hall com- James M. Lassiter, Frank Burkeen of Murray Rniite One.
Ricky, Cindy, and Larry
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper Rescue Unit was also at ..WeH memorating the founding and Wainscott, and Clyde Jones.
Amendment
reported that the City Fire scene with fifteen firemen,
Mrs. Randolph was a member Murdock of Braziti1;-Brazil;
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-Kentucky State Sen. William
early history of the school. The
Department used 1100 feet of
Sullivan D-Henderson, says he'll seek to have two proposed
Kentucky of the Arts and Crafts Club of and Laura and Owen Workman
The Rescue Unit used their program to unveil-the
Aubrey L. Cosby, age 70, 2/
1
2-inch hose and 400 feet of 11
constitutional amendments merged into one at the regularly
/
2- booster as well as a one and Historical Society Marker will Murray,and the First Christian of Rock Hill, S.C.
Church where she was a pianist
scheduled Tuesday meeting of the Senate Elections and Con- passed away at 12:40 Sunday inch hose in the tre. Cooper one-half inch hose
connected to begin at 5:30 p.m.
due to complications following a said that the Rescue Squad was
for many years. She has also
stitutional Amendments Committee.
,
All
events
during
the
day
are
hydrant.
the city
The two bills are Senate gill Ill, calling for sheriff's succession lengthy illness. He died at the stationed up on the hill behind
open to the public, according to beeria music teacher since the
,election of a seven-member state Extended Care Nursing Home the building to make sure that
in office, and SB18, calling far
Rescue unit members an-. .M.C._Garrott director of public early, ..1900's. Mrs. Randolph
the fire did not spread to the swering-the call were Steve' relations at Murray State and taught music at Milligan
_hoard'of education that_athaId appoint the superintendent of ifl'Fádlicah. Wagoner, Bob Schumacher, chairman of the 50th An- College and The Livingston
houses located on,the hill. The
1.1 public instruction.
Funeral services for Clay
wife,
by
his
He is survived
Sullivan said an item seeking abolishment of the state Railroad Mrs. Herbie Huie Cosby of Rescue Squid, fighting the fire Aaron Dowdy, Max Dowdy, niversary steering committee. Academy in Tennessee. She (Doc)
Moody, age 67, a
Steen, Loyd Key, Mike
Commission might also be put in the clustered amendment.
He said special invitations attended the Citincinnati fOrmer Calloway County
Reidland, Ky., one daughter, from the hill, used 350 feet of Bernard
1
2-inch hose and 400feet of 11
The Kentucky Constitution prohibits submission of more than Mrs. Freda Gutjahr, and one 2/
resident, were held this af/
2- Fancy, Jerry McCoy, Ron have been extended to mem- Conservatory of Music.
Garland, Gordon Wild, Dennis 'iers of the Kentucky General
two constitutional amendments to the voters in any year.
Mrs. Randolph ; was the
ternoon at 2 o'clock at the 7th
son, Gerald Cosby, both of inch hose.
Two trucks answered the call Mahan, Jim Wilkinson, Jim
tssembly, First District U.S. widow of T.W. Randolph who and Poplar Church of Christ in
Cinncinnati, Ohio; three
Murray with Bro. Roy Beasley,
Fire
sisters, Mrs. Alberta Price and from the City Fire Department; Johnson, Jerry Edwards and congressman Frank A. Stub- died in 1909.
th
.e
ings
ennis
,
Her parents were the late Jr., officiating. Burial was in
blefield of 'Murray; past and
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.(AP)-An Appalachian Research and
Mrs. Lauring Wilson, Mrs. Eva the third truck owned by the FAThJis
second fire in present members of the board E.G. Holland and Albina the Murray City Cemetery.
Defense Fund attorney says he's asked the civil rights division of McNabb, all of Detroit, Mich., city was out of commission at
Active pallbearers were
the U.S. Justice Department to investigate a Friday fire that and Mrs. Hilda Simmons of the time, according to Cooper. recent weeks at the food of regents, families of past Skaggs.
The first call was turned in by market. The other was located 'presidents and to Murray
Survivors are one daughter, Henry - Clint Lawson, Calton
damaged an ARDF branch office near here beyond use.
Melber, Ky., one brother,
Holmes, Ellis and Mrs. Sim Whitaker, one Morgan, Everett Massey,
John Rosenburg says he's asking the investigation on grounds James A. Cosby of Paducah; Mrs. Herman Kelley Ellis, who primarily (n-the upstairs area Mayor
faaddaughter, Miss Ann David Morgan, Arthur Jewel
the fire interferred with irtederally funded program.
nine grandchildren, two great lives on the hill behind Uncle which resulted in much water Calloway County Judge Robert g.
Randolph Whitaker, and one and Bob Evans,
and smoke damage to the store. 0. Miller.
ADRF is partly financed by the U.S. Office of Economic Op- grandchildren and several Jeffs,-according to Cooper.
Tickets for the buffet dinner grandson, Harbour Whitaker,
Mr. Moody died- Thursday,
portunity and provides legal aid to poor people in Eastern Ken- relatives in Calloway County.
This morning the Calloway
The Rescue Squad responded
February 24, in Norwood, New
tucky and Western Virginia.
County Fire-Rescue Unit an- are 82.50 each, he added. all of Marlowe, Oklahoma.
Mr. Cosby Was a member of to a call by Mayor
Haines Ellis, 6
Mrs. Randolph is also sur- York where he made his home.
State Police say the fire was "set by gasoline" and is under
hor
gzaly
ocaThe
ted Reservations may be made until
sw
r,etr:1 caylflietkojahi
the World Wide Church of God. according to
County Fire Chief
March 7 by calling or sending a vived by three nieces, Mrs.
Mr. Moody is survived by a
investigation.
Mayfield
—Me-funeral will be held at two Mai: Dowdy. The pumper was
small house, occupied by Mr. check for the number of Roland Walker of Murray, Mrs. sister, Mrs. Annie Graham of
1
2 hours, Dowdy
reservations requested to:
o'clock- Thursday at Roth's used a total of 2/
Randal Dulaney of Clinton, Norwood, and a sister-in-law,
Bank '
-and- Mrs: Bobby Belcher -was
Eurral Home in Paducah with said.
Director of Public Relations, N.C., and Miss Ivy Holland of Mrs. Opal Moody, of New
_ LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1A131,2alicemen carrying abOigiala and
• ond saving by„the time the
Earlier in the'-weeiren
Mr. Earl Roemer olficaung.
submachine ems guarded the intersection of Fifth and Jefferson
unit- iaiiral-Tilth namdir-Mor-f4Y-----gtekt-- thviyvv*HY-,--1-411441gtearTanw-m--Concord.Ha is also survived by.
Friends may call at the funeral Rescue Squad was called to a shooting _skyward tram
wesi. Murray,
Ky.,
42071, Preston (Ty) Holland-rna Cecil five nieces, Gerta Peck, Zelta
yesterday as the Citizens Fidelity Bank & Trust Co. Moved across
home a after twelve o'clock mobile home located in Green
Telephone 762-2798.
Holland, both of Murray; one Grennham, Dora Ann Hutchens
the street into a new building.
of the upstairs.
end
Wednesday. Burial will be in the Acres Mobile Home Park north
Tickets may be picked up at great niece, Mrs. Bob. Brown, all of Canada; Maurine
More than 150 truckloads of the bank's contents were moved
The wit did protect other the door prior to the dinner on-and one great
Liberty Cemetery at Folsom- Of Murray.
over the weekend. Some $300,000 in cash was transferred by arnephew, Max Zucholvski, Michigan; Jackie
At
adjacent to the home. March 8:
10:30
property
p.m.
dale,
Ky.
Saturday
Walker, both of Murray.
night,
mored car Friday.
Winchester, New Concord.
•.I.

. „... .41114,.......

n11111111g
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Charter Day

Luncheon
Planned, Calloway

Kentucky Roundup

Radios Confiscated
From Allied Radio;
No Warrant, Puler

Heavy. Fire Losses

Social
Committee To Meet

Randolph'sFuneral Sunday

Aubrey L Cosby
Dies On Sunday

Funeral For Mr.
Moody Held Today

VARY WW2
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OVER 65 ONLY: ENROLLMENT PERIOD ENDS MIDNIGHT THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1972

Here's when most folks
over 65 find out...stqo late...
what liospital
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does not pay...
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Now,fOr-jugt $1
for your first month's protection,
you can examine 'on approval'
this sensible, affordable Plan!
New Elder-Caree pays you up to
$50,000 Tax-Free-Cash!
After 60 days of any 1benefit period"
it covers every hosgal expense
that-Hospital Medicare leaves eut*
•only $3 a month after the first month!
•no age limit•no health questions
•all pre-existing conditions are covered!
Your first month is only $1.
And you get your dollar back
if you're not completely satisfied.
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your children for charity!

sense!

ARE YOUR PARENTS OVER 65? READ THIS!
Right now you have an opportunity to help protect your
parents against today's skyrocketing hospital bills. A long

THE COMPANY BEHIND YOUR ELDER-CARE

illness can easily exhaust their savings. That's why we urge
you Ai-being this -plan to their attention immediately - and
help them get S50.000 worth of lifetime maximum benefits. Or better still, just complete the form below for them
using your address and we will send the Policy and payment notices to y.ou.

Today

your Initial Deductible is $68(up from $60!), after the 60th
Now You
day you must pay $17 per day (up from SI5'), and your "lifetime
reserve" contribution is now $34 per day (up from $30!). These
Must Pay .
continuing annual increase,s asks ovoie-rmportaewl 4ben--ever to
protect yourself at today's mai-Send your Application NOVit-L
13 1/3% MORE! before the postmark
deadline.
••••mwm•ww..1111.1.0.-,-

EVERY/GAP IS ANOTHER
SEND $1 FOR YOUR FIRST MONTH'S
PROBLEM FOR YOU:
PROTECTION...
The Social Security Administration estimates that
while you examine your Elder-Care Kan. It's yours
Medicare will, pay less than, 'half of your total
with a money-back guarantee. Examine it carefully_
health cost! That's why this Elder-Care-flanis-icr. in the _privary-01-yOTtrOWII home.'FBeeels
vitaL, It assures you virtually complete hospital
print". Show it to any trusted advisor. Indeed,
coverage no matter, how much Hospital Medicare
show it to your doctor. He knows about the
pays (or doesn't pay) in the future. It's like having
limitations of Hospital Medicare. He'll tell you
_up to S50,000 set aside asainst a rainy day!
how valuable this Plan really is. Even then, if
you're not completely satisfied, return the policy
ANY CONDITION YOU HAVE NOW '
within 30 days and we'll promptly refund your
IS COVERED NOW!
money - no ifs. ands or bi, ti makes sense
There are no tricky _._'.catches"- -or- "waiting
protect'y_ouriilf now -for such a low amount perils". All pre-existing conditions (physical illwhile youmike up your mind! If you decide to
ness you've had or have right now) are covered in
-any. recognized' hospital;- from the'mOtilefirYciiii .-continue, your regular-monthly premium is- onlyS3 per person. A small premium for so much peace
policy is in force!
of mind!
•HERE ARE THE ONLY EXCEPTIONS
Elder-Care 'does not cover you for • treatment
ENROLL AT ONCE - NOW IS THE TIME!. provided in Federal or State Government facilities.
Everyone over 6.5 automatically qualifies during
mental institutions, sanitariums for alcoholics- or
this mass enrollment period - with no medical
drug addicts, and geriatric extended-care facilities
questions asked! The closing date. however, is
(even though this care is provided in a recognized
definite! We cannot acctpt applications after the
hospital), nursing or rest homes. Loss paid by . postmark deadline. So please dont
hesitate. You
Workmen's Compensation or Occupational Disease
are protected by an iroftlelad 30-day money. hack
Laws is not covered. Elder-Care does not cover
guarantee. Mail your Application Form, with only
doctor bills or other medical expenses which come
SI; regardless of the number..of people to be
under 'Pgrt B' of Medicare. Also services provided
covered, before the midnight deadline. Act now,
by'priviite 'duty nur's, are not covered,
while the thought is uppermost in
your mind!

Elder-Care .is issued ,to citizens over 65 no matter what
their 'present state of'health by_Lbaionfidelity Life Insurance Company of Philadelphia. a progresisive old-line legal
. reserve company. Union Fidelity is recommended by both
Best's and Dunne's; the insurance industry's leading independent rating authorities.

10IMPORTANT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. If I have Medicare. why do I need this Plan?

UNION FIDELITY

The Union Fidelity
Insurance Group
is licensed in all
SO States.
Washington. D.C..
Puerto Rico and

1515 LOCUST STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19102

Canada

• LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

never - designed to 'cover all hospital expenses. But the

amount you pay gets bigger!ll 7'a-day is up from $1 5!
$34-a-day is up from $30! Where will it all end? These
widening Gaps could cost you thousands of dollars. But
Elder-Care relieves your hospital money worries-up to
$50.000 security in tax-free cash!
9 Q. How do I collect my benefits once I'm in the
•• hospital?
A. There's a simple form to be completed by you and
your doctor - and that's all there is toil. As soon as your
request reaches us. it gets immediate attention. Folk all
over the country have praised the speed and efficiency

Do not delay Fill out-and mail Enrollment Fofm today with only S1 00 (regardless of the number of people
to be protected) to Union Fidelity Life Insurance Company, Dept MM, 1515 Locust St., Philadelphia Pa 19102

• t. •
A AlAsAILAIA.AAAA
N*
A:rti
7
4 viA*A.AAAAA 4., A' littiA

OFFICIAL APPLICATION FORM TO
UNION FIDELITY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
MR.
MRS.
NAME (Pins, Print) MISS
F •st

11114
-4

.•

Middle Initial
Iledies, It Married. Use Your F frit

questions to answer. No matter how poor your
health, any health condition you have right now
is covered. There is nowaiting period. And of
course, any. accident or future health condition
is covered too.

STATE
kfrino,

Year

Day

I also apply for my spouse

AGE

ZIP
SEX

Male 0 Female 0

BIRTH DATE

',re,l le 1 f ,• St -name and maid* Motsal
Month
Y..
Day
have enclosed my first monthly promiuni and hereby apply to Union' Fidelity Life Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19162'10r Medicare Supplement Flan, Form 919. I understand that my policy will become
effective when issued.
I

St6NATWIE--)EUFA 7117-1 s

.

•• •
:
I.
-; :› ; •.;

.

VIVIRRAWFX

7TV
• :
;

o 1872 Union Fidelity life Insuranc• Compamy

011,8tegisteral 1987 in U.S. Patent Office No. 825471

that's still your responsibility. Without this one•provinon Elder-Care would be too costly td afford. With it,
however, this Plan is exceedingly reasonable, Hospital
Medicare covers most expenses in the first ai"day
hotpital benefit period. Then Elder-Care-fills in the rest •
of the hospital benefit Gaps 100%-- provides up to
$50,000 long-range protection. In addition, mass-enrollment' by-mad-only -plus no medical questions to
process-keeps policy-issue costs at a minimum. And
since no salesman will call, there are no sales commission
costs. All these savings are passed qn to you!
.
5Q. Does this plan onset dnetur.bills?
A.,No. Priva le ilz)ciiii
bills arc 'not Cokci cd by
...i
Elder-Care because they do NOT conic undo the.
poic,lion ag.tilis! doc i'or
biliiiitirC-Ture )ft.Sti re siftriTiiii"Tor Th1ledtratiartst
Medicare through the Governinedt. ..

hatspital part .if Med'4.-aIC. 'For

DATE
ik

'

•

us
•

919W7201.14iy

wish.

Q. What doesn't this plan cover"
A. See paragraph above entitled,
Are the
Only LX01111011S“ ion things which this
lider-Care Plan
does no cover.

8

Now can it cost only $3 a mood'?
4 Q.
A.'Because the initial deductible is not insured -

N•rnor
,
-•-•••-•--•
•

-r7i.
ir
-117b. No.

CITY
DATE OF BIRTH

Last

bridge all the Gaps. particularly as benefits are adjusted.
Out with EWES-Care you -khoW that hospital Gaps -are
covered automatilly with up to 150.000 protection.
There's no Waiting piriod you're covered immediately
for pre-existing conditions. And note. this Plan
pays HT
addition to any other coverage you may have. It's
. _ your
money to spend as you

I enroll if Fm not in good health?
3 Q.A. Can
Yes you can. There are no medical

t‘
SIN‘
‘- 51ijk\-k
\t•i\\

29830

Q. If I have 'other hospital insurance. doesn't it
cover these Medicare Gaps?
A. .Unfortunately no_!- Many other plant_specify 'sada.
„ mons. riders, and limitations on Medicare. They don't

7

of Union Fidelity's clann.service .

••

ADDRESS

Q. Can you cancel me. or raise my rates if I go in
‘IF and out of the hotpital. or if I collect thousands of
dollars?
A. Your Plan cannot be canceled as long as you keep
up your low premiums no matter how, often, or how
much, you collect - up to the $50,000.00 maximum.
And you'll never soy more than $3 per month, unless a
general rate adjustment is made on all policies of this
class(Form 1-919)in your state.

A. Medicare, with its maximum limitations. was

Mail Before Midnight, Thurs., Mar.-'21972
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AGAIN!

THIS PLAN IS A MUST FOR ANYONE OVER 65
IL you feel Medicare Gaps are confusing. you're
right - they are! Worse - they're expensive! Part
'A' of Medicare is Hospital Insurance, designed
primarilrior in-hospital costs. This Elder-.Care Plan
recent changes have increased those Gaps. ,The
supplements only 'Part A' to-protect you for every
• Government pays less and you pay more! What a
eligible Medicare hospital expense that Hospital
shock to find this out too be. Today,__eve.n-with
Medicare doesn 't pa= (See .-paragraph centitled-%
Hospital Medicare. a long siege of illrics.s in the
"Here Are The Only Exceptions" in the next
hospital could leave you with crippling financial
column for things which this Elder-Care Plan does
debts.
not cover.). After 60 days of any "benefit period"
-you're covered.for ali 'Part A'-Hospital -Medicare
- *DON'T LEARN THE FACTS THE HARD WAY!.
Gaps = 100% — with no time limit - no matter
After you're laid up, it's a little late. Under
how much or how often you collect - up to
Medicare today you pay the initial deductible for
$50,000 worth of -lifetime maximum benefits!
,each 'benefit period'. That's the first $68 of
There's no finer Plan in America today.
hospital expenses. Then from the-61st day of the
,
. period yOU'rriust pay $17-a-day. After 90 days this
-increases-la-SU-a-day- -12taArieek, SI020-a'MEDICARE GAPS KEEP GETTING
•
month - that you must pay. Plus you start dipping
The law requires that Hospital Medicare costs must
into your Hospital Medicare 60-day 'Lifetime
be reviewed each year - and if hospital charges
Reserve'. And. after your Lifetime Reserve is used
change significantly, the money that patients
contribute must he adjusted the following year.
up, Hospital Medicare won't pay you a cent for the
Well, it's no secret; it's already happened three
rest of that period. Think what a long spell of
illness could mean -the slow kind that older folks
times
in '70, in '71 and again in '72. In fact.
get more than anyone else! You could be stuck
-hospital- costs have TRIPLED in the past few
With unpaid bills that could wipe out retirement
years. And are still increasing! There's little doubt
savings ... force you into borrowing (at today's • about it. You'll wind up paying even more. That's
rates)_... selling your home'rrt.even turning to
why our Elder-Care Hospital Plan jrnaket -to Much
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rue Graham of
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tody, of New
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ta Peck, 7.elta
Ann Hutchens
la; Maurine
!Mean; Jackie
v Concord.

MEOICARE
JUMP

MEDICARE IS GREAT - BUT!...
Wake up friends. Blessing- that-it-is4lease_sealiz=
that Medicare isn't everything many folks suppose.
It has Gaps-deductibles, percentages and charges
that you' must pay out of your own pocket. And

r Mr.
d Today

ices for Clay
iy, age 67, a
way County
held this aflock at the 7th
Th of Christ in
). Roy Beasley,
Burial was in
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

9
•••

Q. What other advantages are there to ' • g this
Plan right now?
A.
During this limited NIniti flikle is no lid .1.1p_' mit
an) kind. Just fill in the simple Application form hoe.
And yim enjoy a 30-day a pin
glut an t ex! Vi icre
j.
protocted tor only SI while )rni examine your filler Care Polley. If You're not completelr's'anstied return tlw
Piilicy within 30 days and we'll primlinly !Oulu' your
money. In the meantime. you're still protected"
,

Q. How do I enr:11?
.10 A. CoMplete ils.• Application
Fusin at lett and
•
mail with only SI kit the first month's opteetion. Your
"spouse. if over. 65. may alsim be enrolled till this form. Jim do- not send mole !revile,' SI covers you ,htnh ,
Ihning'irtmr--30ykrryppthvott. helurc-tosirgryoui I V
and mad helomthe postmark deadline. •

Union Fidelity Life is licensed by lie State of KENT- UCKY
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*--Ledger-&--Timas-Pi Schedule for Monday Evening *
- :C14. 4
WSM
6:30 Dragnet
700 Laugh-In
600 Movies
10:00 News
1030 Tonight

CH. 3
WS1L
630 Bewitched
7:00 Special
8,00 Movie
9:30 Am.Sportsm•n
10:00 News
10:30 Caved

,,

__
CH. 3
..•^
6:30 .:!•.!
speed-Alive
7:00 Special
5:00 Lucy
5:30 Doris Day
9:00
News Cher
wooSonny
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

—_Crl. a
.
4.2* WPSD
:20 G. Acres
:00 Laugh-In
:00 Movie
10J:A News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Dr. Locke
7:00 Special
8:00 Lucy

CH. I
WS1X
.30 Circus
:00 Special
8:00 Movie
0 Am .aSpparrtrsami n
9
10:300

8
9"
:: 00 D°SonrnaSy.DCahyer
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

1:00 News
1:10 Cavett

'.

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday
6:00
.1 3:45 Journal
7:00 .Today
6:63 News
9:00 Dinah's
AM
6:30 N'Ville
9:30Concentration 7:55 Kitc.
Korn.
10:00Sale-CenturY 11:00 Kangaroo
10:10 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00JeopardY
9:30 T or C
c
11:30 Who-Where ....
Affair
iv:v., Fm.
11:55 News
10:30 Love Of Life
12:00 Noon Show
11:00 Heart Is
1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.
2:00 Another
12:25 News
World
12:30 World Turns
2:30 Bright
1:00 Love Is
Promise
1:30 Guiding Light
3:00 Bugs Bunny
2:00 Secret Storm
3:15 Movie
Edge of Night
2:30
5:25 Weather
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
530 Hews
Gilligan
3:30
6 00 News
4:00
Movie
6:30 Special
5:25 News
7:30 Special
641 Campbell
8:30 Nichols
Chang.Scene
5-0
7:30 Hawaii
9:30
5:30 Cannon
10:00 News
9:30 Woods-Water
10:30 Tonight
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

1:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
72:30 Malte-Deat
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
-, 2:00 Gen, Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3130 Matinee
5:00 Cluth Car.
6:00 News
4:30 Mod-Squad
7:30 Movie
-4400 Marcus Welby
10:00 News
1030 Caved

•
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6:30 McCoys
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
7:00 Bozo
0:30 Romper
9:30 Concent.
10:00 Sale Can. 9:00 Lucy
10:30 Squares ,9:30 Hillbillies
ain-e
10:00 Mov.G
11:00 Jeopardy
10:30 That Girl
1111::5350
News
11:30
-‘-12:00 Child-Me- 11:00 Bewitched_
11:30 Flipper
Too
12:30 News
12:00 My Child
12:451PastorSpeak 12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Our Lives
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Anoth World 2:00 Gen. HosP•
2:30 One Life
2:30 Bright
3:00 Password
Promise
3:30 Love Am.
3:00 Somerset
A:00 Jeannie
3:30 Calendar
4:30 Green Acres
3:35 Popeye
500 News
4:00 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone 6:00 Andy Grit•
5:30 News
6:30 Mod Squad
6:30 Special
7:30 Movie
7:30 Special
9:00 Welby-M.D.
5:30 Nichols
10:00 Chaparral
9:30 Dragnet
11:00 News
10:00 News
11:30 Cavett 10:30 Tonight

--ARatItAt.t.
WITHOUT 600D AtfirtO4IE-5, LIFE
CAN BE PRET-TY 5e:UN6IE

CH. 29
WOK"
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
10:00 Creel. Put.
10:30 Movie __ - •
12:00 Sportg

.

6:00 Sunrise
4:30 Break. Show
7:00 News
0:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Earn. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Pic12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
Night
2:30 Edge
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
3!30 Virginian
5:00 Hazel
530 News
6:00 News
6:30 Campbell
7:30 Hawaii
5-0
6:30 Cannon
930 Sports
9:30 Sports III.
10:00 News
113:40 Movie
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9:00 Psychiatrist
9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
11:35 The Answer
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 on a Match
1:00 News
1,03 Moyle dame
1:30 Movie - --•
3:00 Munster5
30 s
5
3:00
Fuupe
ryrfn
4:00 Bozo
an
5:30 McHales
5:S7 News
6:00 Carnival
6:30 Theatre-29
5:30 Avengers
9:30 Crest, Feat •
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre

Snide Harnik17
rition-Smokiis
Nonsmokers are learning how
to defend themselves.
Remember just a few years
ago when airlines passed out
courtesy cigarettes? No longer.
Today they're just as busy
setting up no-smoking areas for
complaining customers.
Cigarette smoke is more than
an annoyance to nonsmokers. It
can cause physiological distress
in healthy individuals as well as
in those with asthma and other
respiratory illnesses. New
research indicates, in fact, that
the nonsmoker is affected by
cigarette smoke in much the
same damaging way as is the
smoker himself.
Recent ex experiznenfil at
Texas A & M University and
elsewhere indicate that even 30
SCENE IN SHADES— Pedestrian becomes part of a giant black and white paintminuted in a smoke-filled ening as she c.-osses parking lot etched with tire tracks ioHowing light snowfall in Salem. OM
vironment significantly in.•
creases the non-smoker's heart
rate, blood pressure, and the
amount of carbon monoxide in
his blood.
A team of researchers at the
University
of Cincinnati
Medical Center reported that.
ADULTS 105
smoke drifting from the burning
NURSERY
NEW YORK (UPI, —
One weak spot in the whole
end of cigarettes, cigars, and
NO
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
When there are more bills to
picture,
according
to
pipes carries with it more
DISMISSALS
pay than money to go around,
economists at Northviestern
cadmium, a metal poisonous to
you juggle a bit. Each month,
National: lack of counseling
man,than the smoke inhaled by
in fact, you feel yourself
Kenneth Larry Evitts, Rt. 2,*
and education in credit and
the smoker through the unlit
creeping toward the brink of
Murray, Mrs. Mary Evanee
money management.
bankruptcy.
Until recently, school
Hosford, 1611 Cardinal Dr., end of the cigarette. Large
More than 200,000 made
systems taught little about
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Jean doses of cadmium can cause
:to bankruptcy last year, 3.6
money management.
Rosales, No. 2 Coach Est., acute poisoning in man. In
per cent more than went over
Murray, Miss Paula Faye lower doses it has been im1970. Most
the brink in
hypertension,
Cambron,
1701 Farm Dr__. plicated in
bankruptcies involve conCanyon Photographed
ownesboro,'Mrs. Opal Mary chronic bronchitis, and emsumers and small businesses
Ray,500 Whitnell, Murray, Mrs. physema.
who don't make headlines
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Still another research team at
when the money runs out. The
Judith Lee McCarty and Baby
Mariner 9 has photographed a
headlines
are
by
made
Girl, Rt. 5, Murray, Master Wayne State University in
prominent people who go canyon on Mars that is 9,500 Stephen Ray Roberts, Rt. 5, Detroit
found that acute
feet deep and 75 miles wide,
bankrupt or corporations —
Murray, Mrs. Effie Tappan illnesses, mostly respiratory,
project officials said Wednesthe
like
Central
Penn
Vickery,
2021 Vera Criz were twice as prevalent among
Railroad.
day,releasing copies of the pic- Modesto,
California,
Vernon young children whose parents
Family Economics ture.
The
Roberts, 308 N. 8th St., Murray, smoked at home than among
Bureau of Northwestern
"The vast chasms and
Mrs. Robbie Bell Cook, Rt. 1, those parents never smoked in
National Life Insurance Co. branching
canyons represent a
Sedalia, Charles L-Sperks, 609 the home. Some of the difsays easy credit figures in the landforrn evolution
apparently
Ellis Dr., Murray, Mrs. ferences were attributed to the
rise in consumer bankruptcies.
unique to Mars," said an interOther factors:
Jemima Wilson,-Rt. 4, Murray, negative effects of surrounding
pretative description of the pic—Pressure to buy now and
Mrs. Glerinie Ann Stockdale smoke.
ture prepared by project scienpay later.
Your Kentucky Tuberculosis
(expired), From Cony. Div.
tists.
—Inability to distinguish
and Respiratory Disease
The is far larger than the
between
luxuries
and
Association urges nonsmokers
necessities.
Grand Canyon of Arizona,
POPE plus
to speak up and say "Yes, I do
—The new morality, which
which is 5,500 feet deep and
Pope Pius IX died on Pub.?, mind if you smoke." Defend
tends to put a lower priority on
about 13 miles wide.
1878 at the age of 85.
yourself. It's a matter of 1iie
financial responsibility, and
and breath. Yours.
harsh collection laws in some
Answer to
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Crossword Puzzle

mates.
The economists at the
insurance company said in

se

ACROSS
4
1 Exists
Fruit drink •

bankruptcies there ars brim- 6 cantatas
and triggering causes. IU - 11 Widow
most common basic one is — 13 Worn away
"poor money management."
Other basic ones: keeping
up with the Joneses by impulsive buying and by failing
to provide for emergencies;
sudden fluctuations in earnings as a result Of layoffs or,
elimination of overtime pay;
medical _..exhoSPit-ei
penses, casualty loaew not
covered adequately by insurance.
The triggering causes
include threatened or actual
garnishment of wages; attachment and repossessions of
such things asp car used to get
to work, and'harassment by
creditors.

BEATLE BAILEY
SARGE, DID ,
f01-)
SEND BEETLE OUT TO
GET- YOU A LARGE
PIZZA

bills...

Debtor types

NANCY
LOOK --- A
DOUBLE
FEATURE

I ONLY
HAVE
ENOUGH
MONEY
FOR ONE
TICKET

SHE'S GOING TO
STAY FOR ONE
PICTURE

AND I'LL
-STAY FOR
THE
OTHER

DOUBLE
FEATURE
TODAY

1n1Jill

LIL' ABNER

WELCOME
TO

oul-Pr- IT'LL
TAKE US A
UFZ1MU
TO FIND OUT
WHICH ONE.--

TRuCK DRIVERS
EAT hit:DRE
APPLE PiE. THAN
ANY130Cel f.r

NEBRASKA
Population
1,440300

ABouT
INpL.ATioN

GUMP*

There- are four types of
debtors likely to be involved in
bankruptcy.
The f
The
is the person who
is the victim of circumstances:
an honest person clobbered by
misfortune.
The second: the person
who cannot manage money
and gets deeply into debt.
NTO'iif debtd
- icta into one or
the other of the two classes.
Less common are the third
and fourth types of debtors —
the "won't pay" and the
"skip" twho leaves town after
running up huge bills).
The average consumer
bankrupt is not lazy or
dishonest. Studies show he is
30. married and has a larger
than average family. He is a
blue collar worker with a 10th
grade' education and few
marketable skills. His debts
are for furniture, car, appliances, tools and clothes.
Usually, he'sbehind on rent or
mortgage payments and also
owes money to banks and loan
companies. Medical
and

dental

bills add to the load.
Eighty-five per cent of all
consumer debtors file 'straight
bankruptcies. This eliminates
all debts except taxes, alimony,
support payments and liability
for injury to another person or
to property.

The Colonials
THE-/
. ouekTA

Hospital Report

Family bankruptcies
reported increasing
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Indefinite article
Well educated
Sun god
Supposing that
Pintail duck

Ireland

Refuse from

26 g=anestuary
Dine
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31- Siorrale
33 French article.
34 Ancient region
in Ass •
36 Fat of swine
38 Prefix: down
40 Cane
42 Smallest
number
45 Bitter vetch
17 Appellation
of 6thene
49 Wabdy plant
50 Lure
52 Sea eagle
54 Symbol for
tantalum
55 Conjunction
56 Reinstate
59 Symbol for
ruthenium
61 Rumor
63 Lead
65 Ceremonies
66 Bablionian
deft/
67 Definite article
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Negative prefix
'taken poet
Harvest
Liberate
Note of scale
24 Master of
ceremonies
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39 Rubber
on pencil
41 Saucy
43 Hunt for
44 Symbol for
tellurium
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Before
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Indian
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64 La in
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CHARLES DICKENS
300M0 0M303
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Famed
English author .‘
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0000 Charles Dickens was born on
100 00000 000 Feb. 7, 1512.
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000100 M000000
Advertisement
0000 0000
8000000 00030
BO 00000 0000
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CUOMO 00000
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27 Sea in Asia.
30 -Roster
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for waste
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38 Exclude
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CHA

Chicago,
free offer of;
special interest to those who;
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by"
Beltone. A non-operating model*
of the smallest Beltone aid ever.'
made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn in the privacy of your own:
.,home without cost or obligation
'
of any kinctift's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear •
level, in one unit. No wires lead from body to head.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligation. Write to Dept. 91108, Beltone Electronics Corp.,4201 W.
Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.

with
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Scott
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with
Agri
Joyc
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FOR
01

309
71
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FOR THF
Murray C
Murray S
Channel 11
Murray vs.
nes.see.

NEWS

you will

save/

'The others file tinder
Chapter 13, the Wage-Earner

offers t

Plan. 'Phis enables a debtor to
work out a plan: subject to
approval of his creditors, to
pay the debts tinder court
supervision over an extended
period, usually 36 months.
While under rovirt supervision,
a Chapjtr 13 debtor is
protect
from garnishment,
repoteession and harassment.
In straight bankruptcy. the
debtor Inewe whet...suer awl.he
has, except those exempt
under state law.

TV
Central !
FOR THE
Murray CI
Murray SI
Channel 11
Murray vs.
Heart.

FREE EST
installatit
4
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NOTICE
ELECTROLUX

Newest models
demonstrated
FREE at your home.
.
I...swirl-nem sal,.
Like 'frail.. on an%
Make

SAL SARCONE
/53-/222
Service Also Offered

FOR THE First Time ever,
Murray Cablevision features
Murray State Basketball on
Channel 11, 10:30 p.m. tonight,
Murray vs. MiddleTenITC
nessee.

ELECTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.

The General Store

607 S. 4th 753-9885
FOR THE First Time ever,
urray Cabievision features
Murray State Basketball on
Channel 11, 10:30 p.m. tonight,
Murray vs. MiddieTennessee.
ITC

PRIME SIRLOIN STEAK
Special-Mon., Tues., Wed.,
1.49

TRIANGLE INN

Phone 753-2962

• ••-•

11-41
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ESL

Protect Your Home!
De net be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summ r

TODAY FOR FREE IN

TION

Kellefs- Termite
and
Pest Control

100S:13th Stfeet
Murray, Ky.
Phone 7513314 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 hag
a.- licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commeid

•

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

We can quickly fix
one or 100
plates to go
•

TRIANGLE INN

FOR RENT
four
NEATLY FURNISHED
room apartment. Carpeted and
air conditioned. Married couple
or single. Located 100 South 13th
Street. May be seen at Kelly's
F29C
Pest Control.

FOR SALE
1'2 H.P. WELL pump and tank;
tree dog, sale or trade. Maple
twin or bunk beds. Good
dition. One roll-away bed. Phone
753-8414.

AUTOMATIC SWING, jumperBEAUTIFUL VALARAH
Apartment, unfurnished, 2 walker, bassmette and playpen_
1 for $20.00. Phone 753bedroom, living room, kitchen
•
utility" aricrbigh. Carpeted. Air 49.
Dishwasher,
conditioned.
refrigerator, stove, garbage ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
M
disposal.Phone 763-3865.
per case ( 100 books ). Sold in case
lots only. Ledger & Times Office
,
APARTMENT
em
-1FDRNISMIT
Supply, 103 North 4th Street. TFliving room, kitchen, bathroom NC
_with shower and bath, two
bedrooms. Available March 15. 1,35 ME DIESEL Tractor, Plow
ainmer...Apariment.s. sput and Disc. - Also Soybean seed
16th Street, phone 7534609. F29C Coulter 8i York 96 percent gerF28P
mination. Call 435-5432.
all carpeted,
--At a price likev---------BOUSE 4 bedrooms,
electric heat, 1"2 baths, FARMALL TRACTOR with plow
this, you better
reasonable. Also nice mobile disc and cultivator. Call 435believe there's
F28P
home, carpeted, air conditioned. 5911.
something special
$65.00 per month.Call 753in the air. Don't
M 1C
1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubic
inch, V8, power steering, air
conditioning, 3 speed, automatic
transmission, factory stereo tape
player and radio. Phone 7533111.
F29C

PERSONAL INCOME tax ser- PIANO INSTRUCTION; Upper
vice by appointment. Phone 436- classman completing degree;
F29C three years teaching experience.
2145.
All ages and levels. Phone 767F28C
FURNITURE REFINISHING, 6368.
all work guaranteed. Free pick
housework.
DO.
FOR THE First Time ever, up and delivery. Free estimate. WILL
Murray Cablevision features Antique or natural finish. Jerry References furnished. Phone 753FDIC
Marchl1C 88,88.
Murray. State Basketball on McCo4,7534045.
Charuiel U. 10:30 p.m. tonight,
-Murray vs. Middle TenITC
nessee.

COME FIX your own ceramics
starting February 29, each
Tuesday and Thursday evening
at 6:30 to 9:30 at Jane's Ceramic
Shop,two miles East off 94. F28C
•••• 4111.4

PERSONALLY conducted tours
to Hawaii, Mexico, California,
Williamsburg, Va., Washington
plus others. Write for 1972
brochure from Pennyrile Tours,
Rt. 4, Hopkinsville, Ky.
MlIC
42240.

1

AUTOS FOR SALE

1969 DATSUN 2,000 SR 311. Good
top and tires. 24,300 miles, needs
clutch. Must sell. $1400.00. Phone
753-9771 after 5:30 p.m., all day
Saturday and Sunday.
F28C

11111 1

Gamy Germs

with Shoe Repairs
Keistler's Sho
Shop

LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

g

Pei**

ROACHES

SAVE

NOW OPEN!!

*---OPENING SOON *
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray

•

A
b.

1415 Olive Blvd.
Between Wallace Book
Store & The Hut
OR THE First Time ever, •Army urplus
urray Cablevision features •Complete line of leather
goods
urray State Basketball on
nel 11, 10:30 p.m. tonight,
Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri
urray vs. Middle Ten12- Sat.
ITC

FOR THE First Time ever,
Murray Cablevision features
Murray State Basketball on
Channel 11, 10:30 p.m. tonight,
Murray vs. Middle Ten1TC
nessee

_
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Wise Families
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SERVICI3 OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

NOTICE

753-49S3

ICKENS
lish author
was born on

•

11
19
C
753

•

Tuberculosis
ory Disease
• nonsmokers
say "Yes, I do
oke." Defend
matter of life

•

Call

- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENIL--Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENC-14i.--25641147
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

1)7.31114
miss this chancel

Itle 'TRAILER homes
Kentucky Lake Blood-River area.
ce and rnothrirn: Air, electric
heat, automatic washer, large
private lot. Phone 436-2427. M3C
FOR SALE

Nova Coupe
Stock No. 337
Serial No. 1X27 D2W255220
Body Side Molding
Covert Vinyl Interior
63-63 Mohare Gold
$2498.70

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

FREE WASHER and dryer with
purchase of our new 1972 Fairway during month of February.
65'x12', two full baths, three
carpet
shag
bedrooms,
throughout, Mediterranean
decor, double door frost free
refrigerator, eye level oven,
deluxe,furniture. •Housetype
insulation, hurricane strap and
bay windows. Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 South Beitline Highway, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
F28C
443-6150,
IJ

153-2612 MD DRESSER; old twin bed:
So 12th St.
Charles Jenkins
of
Guy McCuistoniall kinds antique dishes; lots
J H. Nix

1969 GRAND PRIX, vinyl top,
steering, brakes and
tiorkribi, factory mags, factory
air. Brand new.Call 753F28NC
8103.

and ends.if
Dressed g1as.6„,
interestea phone 763-4716. M1C

'ALUMINUM
PLATES

2371/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing .
barns, for placing.
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses tirch as
"building out"
mice or rats.

25`-each
Call at

ledger & nmes
103 N. 4th St
M.urray, Ky.

FOR THE First Time ever,
Ito
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
Murray Cablevision features
low
Scrambler,
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will 1969 HONDA 350
Murray State Basketball on
•
4
Channel 11, 10:30 p.m. tonight,
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a mileage. Excellent condition.
cleaning, back
,
FOR RADIO, Television and SEPTIC TANE
With helmet. Phone 767Murray vs. Middle Tenmonth. Call 753-6202 or 753F29P
ITC electrical appliance repair, also hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,753- 1956 CHEVROLET PICKUP; 3648.
TFC 2032.
nessee.
TFC
plumbing maintenance phone 5933.
1953 GMC pickup. 1962GMC I ton.
payments, trailer AKC REGISTERED Toy Peodle
Mardi 27C
436-2225.
Phone 753-3712or 753-4503. F28P OR TAKE over
CHARLES M. CARTER
li Expert Sewing Machine
8'x46', two bedrooms. $1,200.00 or Puppies, seven weeks old.
REAL etrusg,.FOR SALE
474Special prices of $45.00 to $55.00.
Service
BUTEDOZER WORK,-Fruing
1967 OLDSMOBILE two door 843.50 per month. Phone
The -Farm Bureau Insurance
We pick up 8i deliver
238e:
and
dirt
F2PC Phone 753-4469 after6:00 p.m.
rill
gravel,
3
bank
PRICED
air.
also
and
power
Full_
hardtop.
MODE
RATELI
Companies are proud to announce
F28C •
Atlif.4)UNT SEWING &
topsoil. Phone Hardin 35441569 or bedroom home. "Carpeted, -cen- Sharp. Phone 7534423 after 4:00
Working
home,
motor
STEREO
SHASTA
1968-22'
now
is
3C
arter
Mar
p.m.
-C
-NI
6:00
CHARLES
after
354-6161
: F28P
tral heating and air conditioning, p.m.
SCHNAUZER
self contained,sleeps 6. Excellent MINIATURE
Hazel, Ky.
4124812
built-in stove and dishwahser,
with Ray T. Broach in Calloway
low mileage. puppies, registered. Non shed ._
Clean,
condition.
ofbed,
patio
long
additions,
PICKUP,
a
home
1967 DODGE
closed garage, and
LYNNVILLE SHOE Store has FOR ALL your
County. MR.'CARTER is a native of
coats. Perfect disposition.
Phone 753-4022 after 4:00 p.m.
alterations, remodeling, etc. fering relative privacy. Available custom cab.Phone 753overWe
are
done
it
again.
of
graduate
Reasonable terms. Melody-Ayre
F28C
a
is
He
Call 5268.
1972.
May
,
• Scottsville, Ky.
753Phone
occupancy-mid
Estimates.
for
Free
stocked. All ladies winter boots
Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee,
degree
21P
a
„merch
with
TFC
753-7966.
Western Ky. University
going at cost and under. We are 6123.
F29C
phone 901-247-3345.
home,
MOBILE
1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop,' MAGNOLIA
receiving daily our spring
in Agriculture and formerly worked
Coach
A-0
extra
fine.
with
13'x63',
white
air,
and
,
power
all
service-M.B.A.
TAX
BRAND NEW Martin 30-30
shipmerkt of lady's, children's INCOME
BY OWNER, 1623 Loch Lomond
interior. Estates. Central heat and air, all
with Kentucky and U.S. Department of
and men's shoes. These are all in Tax Experience. Phone 753-6260 Drive, Forget the car pool, Buy black vinyl roof, black
model 336, lever action Carbine
Wife
going over- electric, heat tape, underpenned. with
Agriculture. MR. CARTER, his
Weaver K25 scope and
famous name brands so we can't for appointment. Reasonable your family a house with 4 large Reason for selling,
Two bedrooms, large bath,
March 2P
seas.Phone 753-7828
mounts. Phone 767-6294.
mention the name because of our rates.
F29C
Joyce and two children-are-Ming at
bedrooms only one block from
fully
dryer
included,
and
washer
F29NC
'
low discount prices. I would like
to
route
bus
on
School
Robertson
St.
-12th
402 North
carpeted, new drapes, recently
for all our friends to visit us
middle school and two block 1967 PONTIAC Catalina, 2 doo painted. Many-011er extras. You 15' FIBERGLAS runabout, 65
PAINT CONTRACTING
before you buy shoes. Lynnville
powe
H.P. Evinrude motor. Phone
steering,
power
75
Call
hardtop,
from New High school.
Exterior or Interior
must see to apprete. Drivt b
Frank-43nrkeen, 753-2326 after- -FOR SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON • Shoe Store, open 6 days a week
6557 for an appointment and brakes, --W., „vinyl top.
Quality workmanship
and 100k, then cell for--10F29C
:30-6:00,Swiday 1:00-5:00. M9C
M1P condition. Telephone days 7
•
further details.
CHARLES M. CARTER
Free estimate
5:00 or 4:00p.m.
after
7534307
poiritpent;
8108 after 5 p.m.753-5485. F28P
March
6C
Call 753-3484
762-2851(work).
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
Residence
FOR THE First Time ever,
OFFICE
three
dooi
with
home
four
OWNER;
HY
paths too, removed with -Blue -DATSUN
1969
Murray Cablevision features TRACTOR REPAIR work.
'
753-9726
IVE
one
INSIDE doors;
309 S. 5th St.
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
-emetic, 22,000 miles.
urray State B4Sketball on Exrperieneed mechanic on diity. spacious bedrooms, two full ant
commode and two lavatories. See Belaire
Murray, Ky
M4C
Shoppiffgrenter.
753-4703
Channel 11, 10:30 p.m. tonight, We make field service calls day baths, living room, kitchen with owner.Phone 7534206.
at the Ledger & Times office, 103
extra amount of cabinets and all
Murray vs. Middle Ten753or
753-9879
Phone
night.
or
North
4th
Street.
TFNC
AUTO-FIRIE-CROP HAIL-SLUZ C110111111-.PCL-LIPII
room with
FOR RENT
1TC 9857.
MAPLE BOOKCASE, half bed,
nessee.
Marchl7C built-ins, family
beamed ceiling and fireplace
baby bed, pole lamp, beginners
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED
IN1 ERIOR, EXTERIOR with marble hearth, marble
eife-t
141C
guitar,
rug.907 Vine St.
conpainting; any size job. All work entry hall, an unusual number of near Five Points. Air
MARLIN
BLUE
carpeted.
heat,
electric
ditioned,
•
guaranteed. Use first quah closets, intercom with AM-FM
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
F28C
CLUB
paint. Free estimate. Call Stev radio, central heat and air Phone 753-6044.
hearing aid batteries for all make INSURANCE COMPANIES
Wed. Night
February 28C conditioing with air cleaner and
Todd,753-8495.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M1C
APARTMENT,
•-••41.4 •••
• 411-4 I-••
humidifier. 34 acre lot. Peace and EFFICIENCY
THE MEN-SAY-SHUNS
space.
storage
and
closets
17 2 -Itp
8 - 12
quiet of the country within sight large
TESTED and approved by
homes &
• PROFESSIONAL PAINTING of the University. Phone 753-1499 Electric' heat Mid air con
FOR THE First Time ever, INSURANCE: MOBILE
minions of homemakers. Blue
estimate.
Free
decorating.
Ideal
Low
and
entrance.
Owners.
Home
Private
Boats,
claiming.
Motor
F28C
Murray Cablevision features
nights for appointment.
ever, Call 489-2287.
Time
carpet cleaner is tops.
Lustre
First
MI('
THE
West
FOR
excellent
1606
at
coverage,
Inquire
'for couple.
Murray State Basketball on rates, broad
Begley Drug. Store, Central
Murray Cablevision features
F28N C
County
Calloway
service.
Main.
claim
tonight,
. Channel 11, 10:30 pin,
M4C ,
Basketball on
Shopping Center.
Insurance and Realty Agency., Murray State
NOTICE
A
Murray vs. Middle Tentonight,
p.m.
10:30
11,
Channel
WANTED
HELP
M7C
753-5842.
ITC Murray,Ky. Phone
nessee.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro. ExMurray vs. Middle TenRent
ITC REGISTERED NURSE, per-ellent condition. '$250.00 firm.
nessee.
If You
manent position, excellent salary
phone 753-3932, after5:00
and fringe benefits. If interested
F29NC '
p.m.
Miss Your Paper
Sauce Pans
Go on a "Health & Wealth
contact B.F. Craig, Personnel
2-1% Qt
/
1-11
Phone.
FOUR PIECE Ludwig Driun set.
Kick With Our
Department, P.O. Box 329,
Remember ... Only
Flame 753-1642.
.
VEGETABLE PLATE
F29C
Mayfield, Kentucky or phone 247Starks Hardware
3 for 1.69 Here or Go
6730 for appointment. An equal
WESTERN AUTO
2-GQC$D.USED Freezers. One lir
Before 5:00 p.m.
opportunity employer, General
Westinghouse upright and one 20'
land
antenna
offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty!
M8C
&
Tire Rubber Company.
NEW BIG Jack
Home of
or
chest with new unit.
rotary. See H.B. Turner or Ovene G.E.
Main Street. • F29C
Bilbrey's,
F28P
Well
to
Wishing
The
experience
753-6426..
WOMAN WITH
WANTED TO RENT
-care for sick. Prefer one who can
Between 6:00 p.m.
mobile
BUY
TO
WANT
aw
Ph.
753-5865
BEDROOM
roons
Five
TWO
Monroe.
room
55'
Center
x
plus
12'
ON
Salary
in.
live
DUPLEX
Central Shopping
WANT TO RENT farm land.
•
7:00 p.m. In The and bath, central heat and air, home, fully carpeted,
information
Phone 753-8090 after 5:00 p.m. MI board. For more
baby carnage
TO
WANT
BUY
,Phone
1Jnderpennittg7-carpet throughout, extra large
phone 753-4V2 after 4:30 p.m M IEvening
and a
stroller,,
tlxit
into
converts
FOR THE First Time ever, LOTTIE'S KEEP U Neat Beauty
M
master bedroom, range. Days 753-7140 after 4:00p.m.
If you know your route
crib. Phone 7674156.
F28C
Murray Cablevision features Salon is now open. WPA Road, L'2
after
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
boy's number, please call
Murray State Basketball on mile off Mayfield Higfaray.ad
TEC LIVING ROOM Suite. Phone 15.1500 p in
LOST & FOUND
him first. If you get no
FOR SALE OR TILAiiit
WAITRESSES AND Cooks;
Channel 11, 10!31) p.m. tonight, two miles off Lynn Grove Higli
F211C
064 after 541p.m.
John
call
then
Am!
results
preferred;
Experience
Murray vs. Middls TenOwnerkLottie Futrell,
_GLLTRAPE. groce
, Jr. at the above
10x50 TWO BEDROOM
ITC way.
BLACK and white Beagle immediately for full or Parilarre.
!Plant._
pri ato, Lena Flood. Phone-153number during the hours
nilfseitirallet•e - air Conditioned 12' V BOTTOM aluminum boat, Doing •good business, reason- for
with grey face in vicinity of Five evenings and Sunday noon. Brass
F29C
4352 for appointment.
listed
electric ANIL Water furnished. new $175.00. Phone 753-4782. TF selling, retiring. Phone 753Points. Phone 753-4572 or 753 Lantern Restaurant, Aurora,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
March I5NC
7663.
-F29C
Phone 489-2513.
MIT Kentucky, phone 354-6473.
1738. Reward.
installatk. Phone 753-7850. TFC
•
•
•
--•
•40
a. ,
•

Corning Ware

FARM BUREAU

TrioReg.Set
'19.50

LAI • •-•-• 111•41

A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

When Buying A Color TV

CURTIS-MATHIS

753-1916

TV SERVICE CENTER

753-7278
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Prices Good TEN Big Days
Boys

PLASTIC ASSORTMENT

Double Knit

SLACKS

We di
about_l
fires ye
The who
ning up
those wl
_tinsie ft

DRESS SHIRTS

All new for spring
Sizes up to 18

Beautiful Spring Colon

Iwto
"BIG K ill

Mark
the pith
in the St
That's 1
- walkini
reader
picture

8 Track

Uncle

Is Your Headquarters

Our
blonder

For
* GOLF * FISHING *
TENNIS SUPPLIES_

IP

• waste baskets
•launch,' baskets
• dish pails
• utility pails
• storage bins

Aqua Nex

We n
Februar
. years.

latest-hib

Big K Also Has .
Hunting and
Fishing License

artists
Hundreds to choose from
ONLY
Sold elsewhere from 55 to 7

• Reg., Extra Hold Unscented
With Coupon
' Expires 3/5/72

"Toda
number
standing
without
to the co
that way
the th
Ronald

38t

$288

FREE QUART
FAMOUS BRAND

By the
cannot p
in a go
branded
cannot
without
Democri

MOTOR OIL
LADIES

PURSES

With Purchase of 1 Gallon Can
At Our Low, Low Price
YOUR cmoicE

SHIRTS
Dress smart in th
100% nylon striped
blazer shirt. Doubt*
breasted with long
sleeves and brass
buttons. S,M,L.
Compare at 4.99'

to 'A"

A per
fallacies
prograi.
branded
people;
theist
'ProgralT
as hard

• Super Blond
• Hovolina
Limit 1 Gallon

LADIES

What
it cannol
man is
his
question

PANTS
LIMA C4.01'.

Embroidered flare leg pants
of 60/40 cotton:polyester
with zip fly front and belt
loops. Navy. Sizes 8-18.

3-PIECE

PAN SET
FRY
BY WEAR-EVER

.

• r Open FryFryPan
Pan
10" Open
* Spatula
* Assorted Colors

(Conti

77-

Garde
To MI

Compare at 5.99

Scott

NAPKINS

WESTINGHOUSE

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

Flash Cubes

34-PIECE MELAMINE

JUST

DINNERWARE SET

ARRIVED

160 Napkins per pack

New Shipment of

Jumbo Pack

LAWN SEED

22 oz size

All Varities

The(
the Mur
meet T
1:30 p.m
Prograll
be "Knc
"Eact
request(
antiques
indentifi
Miss Ma
authorit;
art glass
Garden.
The if
member
guests.

At Discount Prices
Compare'at 1.44
3 cubes enough for 12
pictures.

2 itaxj68

YOUR CHOICE
The
BuIton Crinkle

PUMP

09

Service For 8
Unbreakable under
normaluse.
Dishwasher Safe.

37
Compare
at 8.88

RUNNERS

SECRET DEODORANT

Reg. 77'

ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY 5-02. SIZE
OR

3

t

ONLY

Use Our Lay-Away For Easter
12-ounce melamine mugs
with handle. Assorted
colors.

PRELL SHAMPOO
16-0Z. IMPERIAL SIZE

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To lirnit Quantities

*Acres of Free Parking"

Ironing Board

PAD & COVER
SET

VALUES TO 1.65

SPRAY DEODORANT 7-0Z. SIZE

* Store Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Hot Dogs 20'
Hamburgers 256

Pic-A-Mugs

for women

Shine on in manmade crinkle patent
uppers.
Three vamp straps buttoned in brass.
Decorative side cutouts; baloon-type heel
Sizes to 10 (Imported) in black or white

While Shopping At Big K Visit Our
SNACK BAR

Phone 753-8777

BANK A'AERICARD

Thl

Jacks(
Sunny
warm 1,
tonight.
and wa
with clia
by after
Wednem
ir.ws toi
day shm
bility
tation
tonight,

Kent
Fair i
day an
tonight.
west lat
state to
of shoWt
tomorro
warm. 1
Lows toi
60s. Rig
'70s and

Kent
Charm
Thursda
state an
dsye
day. WI
lowerini
Saturda
30s Thu
etlngto
-

